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Surrmary.
We use the techniques o f algebraic topology to  study singu larities .
We f i r s t  generalise the Thom polynomial theorem to apply to parametrised 
maps. We then give a detailed study o f the s in gu la rities  o f parametrised 
real valued functions, with applications to  the extension o f lo ca lly  stable 
maps and Lagrangian inmersions. Secondly we use the geometric interpretation 
o f the cohomology theory associated to the Thom spectrum M3 given by 
Quillen, to represent a given singularity set by a cobordism class. We prove 
a theorem analogous to  the Thom polynomial theorem va lid  fo r unoriented 
cobordism theory.
Introduction.
Up to now singularity theory has been mainly loca l, although there 
do ex is t some scattered global results. What is  needed is  a systematic 
treatment o f the global theory. The ob jective o f global singu larity theory 
is  to  rela te the global topology o f the manifolds with the local topology 
o f the singu larities involved. In particular we wish to investigate;
( i )  Which manifolds can occur as the set o f  s in gu la rities  o f a given type.
( i i )  What are the algebraic constraints on such manifolds.
( i i i )  How can individual singu larities conbine together.
( i v )  Hew must certain singu larities conbine together, due to the global 
constraints.
Let us review a few o f the more strik ing results. Whitney [32] 
proved that a generic map from the p ro jective  plane to  the plane has an 
odd nunber o f cusps. Pontryagin ( [21] Theorem 5 page 269 ) demonstrated 
a relationship between characteristic classes and s in gu larities  o f maps.
To Thom these results suggested a fa r  more general theorem. The Thom poly­
nomial theorem (Haefliger and Kosinski [ 8] ) relates the homology class 
representing the closure o f the set o f s ingu larities o f a given type, to  
a universal polynomial evaluated on the Stiefel-Whitney classes o f the 
manifolds. H aefliger [9 ] proved that fo r  a stable map from the torus 
to  the plane there must be at least two cusps, i f  the fo ld  curve is  connected. 
S ingu larities can sometimes be eliminated, Eliasberg and Levine ( [14] 
page 160) have shown that any stable map from a compact manifold N into 
an orientable 2-manifold is  homotopic to a stable map with 0 or 1 cusps 
according to the parity o f the Euler characteristic o f  N.
In th is thesis we use algebraic topology as our main tool to  further 
the global study o f s ingu larities . In particular we generalise the Thom
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polynomial theorem in several ways. We show that the theorem can be applied 
to parametrised maps. We also associate a cobordism class to  a singularity 
set -  again th is is  inspired by Thom ( [27] page 80) -  and prove a theorem 
analogous to the Hicm polynomial theorem in unoriented cobordism theory.
Morse theory [18] is  the study o f generic rea l valued functions on 
manifolds; the singu larities determine a rich topological structure. The 
generalisation to  parametrised real valued functions is  elementary catastrophe 
theory. Thom [28] suggests many applications o f the singu larities o f 
parametrised fam ilies o f functions and other singu larities. Motivated by 
these we develop in some de ta il the global constraints o f a parametrised 
system.
In Chapter one we generalise the Thom polynomial theorem in two ways,
f i r s t  so that i t  applies to parametrised maps and second by refin ing the
hypothesis so as not to  demand such s tr ic t  behaviour with respect to a
s tra tific a tion . We then give some examples and in Chapter two specialise
to the case o f parametrised rea l valued functions. This is  elementary
catastrophe theory, which, so fa r , has been a local c lass ifica tion  o f the
singu larities. We consider the homology classes represented by particular
singularity sets. In Chapter three using characteristic classes we consider
the constraints imposed on the various manifolds that occur in a parametrised
system; we prove that a catastrophe map is  orientation true and th is leads
us to  an analysis o f the degree o f the map. In Chapter four we consider
the extension o f loca lly  stable maps in itia ted  by Markus [15] and Zeeman
[33]. We-show that certain boundary conditions imply the existence o f
s ingu larities . An obstruction theorem fo r Lagrangian immersions is  proved
in Chapter fiv e . A consequence o f th is theorem is  that the projective plane
cannot occur as a Lagrangi an immersion in T* |R2. In the Appendix an exp lic it
* 2Lagrangi an immersion o f the Klein bo ttle  in T IR is  given.
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So fa r we have converted global properties o f singu larities into 
homological properties. We now apply unoriented cobordism theory to  the 
study o f s ingu larities. For th is we use the geometric interpretation o f the 
cohomology theory associated to  the Thom spectrum WO given by Quillen 
[24 ]. In Chapter s ix  we prove a theorem analogous to  the Thom polynomial 
theorem fo r cobordism theory, associating a cobordism class with a singularity 
manifold.
ltonga [25] and Porteous [22] have given an ex p lic it  desingularisa- 
tion  o f the f i r s t  order Thom-Boardman singu larities . Using this desingular- 
isation  we associate a cobordism class with each o f these singularity types.
In fact cobordism information can be obtained from a l l  the geometric construc­
tions o f Konga [25] fo r  and o f Porteous [22 ], [23] fo r  computing
Thom polynomials. Thus, as an example we prove that fo r  a generic map from
3
4-diirensional projective space to  !R ; the 2-dimensional singular manifold 
i s , as an abstract manifold not the boundary o f a compact 3-dimensional 
manifold. In th is case the Thom polynomial does not even detect the singular­
i t y  set.
Applications o f our methods to parametrised rea l valued functions are 
then given in Chapter eight.
F inally in Chapter nine we give the f i r s t  results on the image o f the 
singular set. U3ing stable oobordism and cohomology operations we make some 
computations. For exanple, i f  f : X° ■+■ yn+r with r  > 0 is  a generic map
between two conpact manifolds and the to ta l singu larity set is  a manifold, 
then as an abstract manifold i t  is  the boundary o f some compact manifold.
§1 The Thom polynomial theorem fo r parametrised maps.
A ll manifolds considered w ill  be smooth and paraconpact. Sim ilarly 
a l l  maps w ill  be C* .
Throughout we use singular cohomology with coe ffic ien ts in the 
f ie ld  Z2 and i t s  dual homology theory, singular homology with closed 
supports. For any manifold V there exists a Poincare duality isomorphism
D : H*(V) H*(V) .
Singular homology with closed supports o f a space N is  based on 
chains consisting o f in f in ite  linear combinations o f singular sinp lices, 
such that fo r a l l  oonpact sets K^N only a f in ite  number o f siirplices 
meet K. This horology can also be defined as the inverse lim it o f the 
ordinary singular homology groups H^(N, N-K; Z2) over the conpact sub­
sets K o f N , with respect to the inclusion maps.
D efin ition .
Let P be a submanifold o f dimension n in a space Q. Let P 
denote the closure o f P in  Q. P is  said to carry a fundamental class 
i f
3 a € Hn(P ) such that V p e P
j +ae Hn(P, P-p ) = Zg is  the generator.
Where j  is  the inclusion (P,$ ) ->■ (F, F-p).
We w rite the fundamental class a o f P as £ P  ^.
I f  a fundamental class exists i t  is  unique (see Borel and Haefliger 
[  5 ]  Proposition 2.3).
The follow ing key lorrma enables us to pullback fundamental classes.
j u r  v ■r*. a***m ...
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Lemma 1.
Consider g: V -*W V,W manifolds. P -*■ W a submanifold such that 
P carries a fundamental class with g/f'P and g "* (P ) i s  a dense subset 
o f g_1(P ) .
Then
g- 1(P ) = g ^(P) carries a fundamental class such that
Dj* [  g_1(P>] = g* D k*[P  ]
where
Proof.
j : g  * (P ) V and k: P W are inclusions.
See Borel and H aefliger ( [  5J Proposition 2.15)
Let xP, C1" and Y™ be connected manifolds o f dimension n ,r
and m respectively. Let F: X *C  •» Y be a parametrised family o f maps
F : X Y, where F (x ) = F (x ,c ). To prove a generalisation o f the Thom c c
polynomial theorem we f i r s t  define the je t  bundle J^(X ,Y ).
D efin ition .
The Jet bundle Jk(X,Y) is  a fib re  bundle over XxY , with fib re  
the space o f je ts  o f order k R?,o ■* l^ .o  and group x ’
where is  the group o f in vertib le  je ts  o f  order k ¡R^.o -*■ fP  ,o  .
Ir
n acts by conposition on the right and le f t .  Each map g:X -*■ Y
gives r ise  to a canonically defined map gk :X -*■ J^CX.Y).
Let F: XxC Y be a paranetrised family o f maps. Each map 
induces a mapF : X -*• Y c
: X + A x.Y)
This defines a map
Definition.
Let E ->■ X be a fib re  bundle with fib re  Eq and structure groi^)
G. Define a type Eq in the fib re  Eq to be a submanifold, in­
variant under G, whose closure carries a fundamental class. Since Eq 
is  invariant, i t  determines a unique submanifold Ex in the fib re  E  ^
above each point xeX and hence a subbundle 2 o f E. We ca ll E a
type in the bundle E. A resu lt o f Borel and Haefliger ( [5] Corollary
2.12) implies that the closure o f  £ carries a fundamental class.
D efin ition .
Let E be a type in j fy x .Y ).  Given F: X*C -*■ Y, we say F has 
a singularity o f type Z at (x ,c ) i f  ^ c(x ,c )e  E . We write E(F) 
fo r  the set o f singu larities o f type E . I f  3^ is  also transverse to 
E at (x ,c )  we say F has a non-removable singular i t y  o f type _E at 
(x ,c ).
In order to  apply Lenina 1 we make the following defin ition . 
Definition.
Let E be a type in J ^ X jY ). A map F: XxC Y is  type trans­
verse to  Z_ i f  the induced map is  transverse to  E and
is  a dense subset o f  E ) .
Theorem i~.
Let E be a type in ^ (X .Y ) ,  and le t  F: X^C1” -> v"1 be a para­
metrised map type transverse to  E.
Then the closure o f the singu larities o f  type E carries a fundamental 
class.
The Poincare dual a fter inclusion o f  this fundamental class in the
homology o f X*C is  equal to  a universal polynomial evaluated on p* w^X)
and F* w .(7). Where w.(X) and w .(Y ) are the Stiefel-Whitney classes 
J i  J
o f X and Y respectively and p is  the projection X*C -*• X .
This polynomial depends only on E and not on the manifolds X and 
Y.
Proof.
Consider the following cornnutative diagram:
Y )«—  ----- 7
-^----- > X*C------- ------- >XxY
H aefliger and Kosinski [8j  prove that there ex ists a polynomial 
Pj. such that
n*“ 1 Dt* [ I ]  = PE(p£ w ^ x ), p* w^(Y))
where p-: X*Y -*• X and p2 : X*Y Y are projections and Pj. depends 
only on E.
By hypothesis F is  type transverse to E and so by Ienma 1 
Dd* [  E?F) ]  = ( &  )*  Di* [ I  ]  .
By the comnutative diagram
Dj* [  W  ]  = < *°  >* n*_1 [  S ]
= ( $0 )*PE (p* w ^X ), p* W j(Y))
r= PZ(P* w .(X ), F* W j(Y )).
Corollary 1 (H aefliger and Kbsinski [8]  )
Let 1 be a type in  J^(X,Y) and f : X11 If™ a map type transverse 
to  £. Then the closure o f the singu larities o f type £ carries a 
fundamental class.
Let j :  £ ( f )  -*■ X be the inclusion, then there ex ists a universal 
polynomial such that
Dj* [ I ( f T ]  = Pj-Cw^X), f *  Wj(Y ) ) .
Proof.
Let the parameter manifold C in the theorem be a single point.
In particular the Thom polynomials fo r ordinary mappings and 
parametrised mappings are essentia lly  the sarte, and so computations o f 
these universal polynomials by Porteous [22] [23] , Ronga [25] and
Sergeraert C26j apply to  parametrised maps.
Corollary 2 .
Let F: 5^ 1xCr  -+ Y1”  be type transverse to  E, where Z is  a type 
o f (»dimension > n in J^iX.Y). I f  w^(Y)=0 V  i  > 0 then the 
fundamental class o f  ¿'(f ) is  k illed  by inclusion in the homology o f
XxC .
Proof.
By the theorem i f  stiff ices to  show that the polynomial P£(p w^X), 
F* w .(Y ))=  0 . This polynomial reduces to a polynomial o f degree > n
J
in p* wi (X ) . Since the dimension o f X is  n th is  polynomial must be
zero.
The for particular target manifolds such
as Y = not occur transversely fo r maps X-+Y
but whic parametrised maps XxC -*■ Y have zero
111001 pol l ie  shows that this is  not always the
case. £ k  i  in ^ (X .Y ) o f codimension
greater id construct a map F: XxC -*• Y type
transvei ire o f the singu larities o f type E
are not urology o f XxC .
where S
and projective plane respectively. The Stiefel-Whitney classes o f  S and
are the c irc le
P2 are well known, w^CS'*') 
where a is  the generator o f H^P2) .
1 1 1 2Let E be the type in J ( S ,P ) corresponding to the zero section,
i .e .  linear maps o f  rank zero. Therefore the singu larities o f type E 
occur transversely with codimension two. We consider a map type transverse 
to E* . Porteous [22] has computed the ordinary Thom polynomial fo r the 
closure o f E* , fo r  a map f :  As -*■ BS+1 , i t  equals the second S t ie fe l-  
Whitney class o f the difference bundle f*TB-TA. To apply th is polynomial 
to parametrised maps F: XxC + Y we just consider the second Stiefel-Whitney 
class o f  the difference bundle F*TY- p* TX .
In our case w„( F* TP2-  p* IS1) = w„(F* TP2 )
= F* WgCP2)
F* a2
This is  non-zero i f  F is  in jective . However, choosing F so that
i t  is  horotqpic to  the projection onto ensures that F is  in jec tive .
L
We reca ll from Boardnan [4] inport ant exanples o f types in
A x ,y ) where X and Y have the same dimension. The Thom-Boardman 
1 1 1  l ' 'types z , z ’ and in general Z , with q copies o f 1, has codimen­
sion q in  A x .Y ). Boardnan defines these algebraically and their 
closure is  a rea l algebraic set and so carries a fundamental class (Borel 
and H aefliger [5] Theorem 3.7 ). The Thom polynomials fo r  these types 
have been ccnputed by Porteous [22] and Sergeraert [26] . The non-remo \able
1*
singu larities o f  type Z underlie the cuspoid elementary catastrophes 
o f Thom [28] , namely the fo ld , cusp, swallowtail, b u tte r f ly ,.. .  fo r 
q= l,2 ,3 ,4 ,. ..  e tc . However, note that the cuspoid elementary catastrophes 
have mere structure than just non-removable singu larities o f type Z 
Furthermore, the other elementary catastrophes do not arise as non-removable 
s ingu larities fo r  any type in J (X ,Y ) .
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§2 The homology o f the singular sets o f elementary catastrophe theory.
We new res trict attention to parametrised fam ilies o f real valued 
functions F: X11 x -*• R. Instead o f the j e t  bundle A x ,  R) + Xx R 
defined in  the f i r s t  section we consider the je t  bundle A x )  -*■ X. Ib is  
bundle has the same fib re as J^(X, R ), the k -je to  o f maps ff^.o -*- R,o ,
but has a smaller group acting on these fib res . Instead o f the group 
>k o=k _____  _____ _______________________ _______________ w.k^ n x ^  ^  acting on the right and le f t  we consider the group acting
on the righ t. Each map g: X -*■ R gives r is e  to  a canonically defined map
gk : X +  Jk(X).
For a map F: XxC -*■ R we have an induced map:
î k : X x C  + A x )  
(x,c) -  A x )  .
We can also define types in <A x ) as before and also the singularity 
type o f  a map F: XxC- * -  R corresponding to  a given type.
To define a type i t  su ffices to consider a single fib re. The fib res 
o f A x ,  R) and A x )  are the same, however, the group action is  d iffe ren t, 
so although a type in J^X, R) is  a type in Ax> the converse is  not 
necessarily true. In particular Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 do not have 
imnediate application. However, we can deduce the following results.
*
t
4
Theorem 2.
Let I  be the type in A x )  induced by the Morse functions. Let 
F: XxC *  IS be a parametrised family o f maps type transverse to I. Then 
the closure o f the singu larities o f type I  carries a fundamental class 
whose Poincare dual a fter inclusion in the homology o f XxC is  p* wn(X ). 
Where wr(X) is  the top Stiefel-Whitney class o f X and p:XxC -*■ X projec­
tion.
I  is  also a type in «A x ,  :R) so we can apply Theorem 1. We need 
to  consider the Thom polynomial for singular maps X° -*• IR. This polynomial 
has been conputed by Porteous [22] as wn(X ), where wn(X ) is  the top 
Stiefel-Whitney class o f X. I t  also follows easily  from Morse theory. 
Applying Theorem 1 we obtain p* w (X ).
1 2Let S and S denote the c irc le  and the 2-sphere respectively.
2 1Consider a parametrised family o f maps F: S xS -*• ft type transverse to
I ,  the type induced by the Morse functions. The closure o f the s ingu larities
o f type I forms a one dimensional submanifold o f S xS . This manifold is
oonpact and so consists o f a f in ite  nunber o f  embedded c irc les . The Euler
2 2characteristic o f  S is  even so w^(S )=0 . The theorem says that the
homology class in  HjCS^xS'*') represented by the sum o f these c irc les  is
,1zero. Note that an individual c irc le  may wind around S with arbitrary 
degree.
Theorem 3.
Let F: XxC + R be a parametrised fam ily o f  maps and I  a type in 
A x )  o f codimension s >n, where n is  the dimension o f X. I f  F is  
type transverse to  s then the closure o f the set o f singu larities o f  type I  
carries a fundamental class. This homology class is  k ille d  by inclusion in 
the homology o f XxC.
Proof.
Consider the following diagram
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where j  and l  are inclusions.
By Lerrnia 1
Dj^ [  ElF) ]  = Di* [  E ]
= p* n*_1 Da* [  z ]
by the corrmutative diagram.
Since E has codimsnsion s > n in Ax) we have
D U  [ Y ]  e A A x ) ) .
Hence n* "1 D 1* [  Y  ]  e H^X)
But the dimension o f X is  n so H^X) = 0 .
I t  follows that Dj* £ E(F) "J = 0
and j*£  E(F) ]  = 0 as claimed.
Vie now consider the space o f  a l l  maps F: X° xCr -*■ R with the Whitney 
cf° - topology. To obtain in teresting structure we need to re s tr ic t  attention ra 
to a generic set o f maps. For r  < 5 Thom's Theorem (Trotman and Zeeman 
[  30 ] )  says there ex ists an open dense set o f maps such that the induced 
map i 1 is  transverse to a l l  the orbits o f < A x ). The orbits are fin ite  in 
number and are c la ss ified  by Trotman and Zeeman in £30] (see 4 .1 ). For 
r  > 6 there are an in fin ite  number o f  orbits- o f  codunension n+6 in A x ) ,  
providing n=dimension o f X is  greater than two. So we cannot hope for 
£ to  be transverse to  a l l  the orb its. However, fo r  our purposes i t  su ffices 
to have transverse to  the Morse orb its, so we make the follow ing defin ition 
to  obtain a generic set o f  maps.
D efin ition .
A map F: y ?*?-* R is  good i f  i* is  type transverse to the type
-  14 -
induced by the Morse functions.
A Morse singularity can be assigned an index and its  2 -je t is  o f 
maximal rank. These two invariants partition  the orbits in . A x ) .
Definition.
Define rank n = rank Q
index n = index Q = number o f positive eigenvalues o f Q.
The terms index and rank can also be applied to  orbits.
The Morse orbits are conpletely c la ss ified  by index. The orbits o f
corank 1 have also been conpletely c la ss ified , see [2] and [3] . The orb it
± A^  has index i  and codimension n+j-1 in Jk(X ). Arnold [2]
«J
combines a l l  these orbits for fixed  j , to  form A ., since he is  working
J
over the conplex nuntoers and so the index is  not an invariant. The class -  
ifica tion  o f orbits o f corank 2 or greater is  incomplete, see Arnold [3j .
Defin ition .
Ir
Let I  (X) be defined by the short exact sequence o f bundles over X.
Let ne A x )
1 2I f  j  n "  0 j  n is  a quadratic form Q in n variables.
0 -*• Ik(X) -» A x )  5 T*X ->■ 0
where a is  the projection onto J* 1(X ) , the cotangent bundle.
Ik(X) inherits the same group as «A x )  . I f  I  is  a type o f codimen­
sion i  n in Ax> then we use the same syntool fo r the type in Ik(X) 
which is  the restriction  o f E to Ik(X ).
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Let F: x'Vcr -*■ R be a good map. We define the c r it ic a l manifold 
M= { ( x , c )  |dF (x ) = 0 }= ( ^ ) _1 Ik(X ). M i s  enpty or is  an r-dirrensional 
submanifold o f  X«C. Let i  denote the inclusion o f M into XxC.
M— -— >XxC
Let x-cd M -*-C be the map induced by oonposing the inclusion in to
Jr
XxC with projection onto the second factor.
We c a ll Xp, the catastrophe map, X the state space and C the 
parameter space.
Since M= l k(X ) we can factor S' through l k(X) by the
following comnutative diagram.
M-
F*
I  (X)-
->XxC
- » A x )
We obtain a map M -*• l k(X ).
For convenience o f notation we w ill  w rite  F fo r  f k > s im ilarly  
we may w rite x fo r  Xp*
Lenina 2.
Let A,B,C and D be manifolds such that 
f
A -*• B
U with f  /fi C and f  //i D
C
■ I le t  f *  f  | n then f  ’ A  D.
U f -1C
D
-  16 -
Proof.
The lerana follows from elementary transversality theory and is  le f t  
to the reader.
Lenma 3.
Let F: XxC ->• R be a good map and z a type in
is  type transverse to j  in «^ (X ) »  F is
in
Proof.
Transversality follows inmediately from the previous letrma with 
f= ^  , f '= F and D= E . The condition on the closure o f E fo r  F 
is  automatically sa tis fied  i f  i t  is  true fo r  and conversely.
Ik(X ).
type transverse to  Z 
Ik(X ).
Jr
Let r be a type in I  (X ). We say x has a singularity o f type 
Z at m i f  F(m) e E. Lenina 3 in p lie s  that x has a singularity o f 
type Z at m i f  and only i f  F has a singularity o f type E at m. 
Let E(X) =E(F) = { iieM |F(m) e E}.
I f  F maps m into an orb it o f  oorank q then the projection x
at m drops rank q . Let F(m)e ± Aj fo r some i  and j  , the rank of 
i± Aj is  n-1 , so the projection o f x at m drops rank 1. I f  F is  
transverse to the orbit ± A* at m then the projection gives a cuspoid 
and so we sometimes abuse notation and c a ll the orbits ± Aj cuspoids. 
Sim ilarly the o rb its  o f oorank two are sometimes called urrbilics. From 
the po in t.o f view o f pure mathematics F is  more useful than x , since 
fo r a residual set o f maps F can be made type transverse to any type in
lr
I (X ), whereas a residual set o f maps x cannot be made type transverse 
v f t
to  types in Jt.M,C), other than the types E . (See the end o f the last
chapter ). However fo r applications the map X and the elementary catas-
-  17 -
trophes are more inport ant.
Ir
In Theorem 3 we proved that i f  £ i s  a type in I (X) o f positive  
codimension, and the map F: XxC + R is  type transverse to £, then the 
fundamental class [_ £(F) ]  is  k illed  by inclusion in the homology o f XxC. 
We now prove a lenma in order to  deduce a stronger resu lt, namely that i t  
is  already k il le d  in the c r it ic a l manifold.
Lemma 4.
le t  £ be a type in I  (X) o f positive  codimension. Then there
k - -
exists a section t o f I  (X ) such that t (X) f\ £ = <j>.
Proof.
2
Let HQM( o TX, R) denote the bundle over X whose fib re  is  the
synmetric b ilin ea r maps rN  R° -*■ R. Let j :  HOM( o2 TX, R) -*• Ik(X)
denote the inclusion. X can be given a Riemannian structure, that is  a
2
section s o f  the bundle HOM( o TX, R ), s (x ) is  in particular a non­
singular b ilin ea r map. Define t = jos , t has it s  image in the type in 
I  (X) induced by the Morse functions.
Theorem 4.
Ir
Let £ be a type o f positive codimension in I (X ). Let F: XxC -*• R 
be a good map type transverse to £, then the closure o f the singu larities 
o f type £ carries a fundamental class which is  k ille d  by inclusion in 
the homology o f M.
Proof.
Consider the following caimutative diagram.
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F is  type transverse to £, so applying Lenina 1 we have 
Da* [ zTfT ]  = F* D j* [ I ]
= i*p *  n* -1 Dj* [ !  3
by the commitative diagram.
Let t : X -* I  (X) be a section given by the previous lerrma, so that 
t (X) r\ £ = <(,. In particular t is  type transverse to £, so applying 
Ierrma 1 we have
t *  Dj* [  If ]  = 0
But x is  a section so x* .
Therefore we have DA* £ E(F) ]  = 0
and A* £ E(F) 2 ~ 0.
When X is  1-dimensional we can extend the above method, in th is
case J^X ) is  a Whitney sum o f line bundles. J^X ) = ® HCM(oP TX, |R),
r) P“ 1
where H0M( Cr TX, (R) is  the lin e bundle o f  symmetric p-linear maps
TX -> R. Chopping o f f  the f i r s t  bundle H0M(TX, R) we obtained Ik(X)
(= I k (X) say). Chopping o f f  the f ir s t  j  bundles we obtain Ik(X ).
Ir
That is , we define I j (X ) inductively by the following short exact sequence
o f bundles over X
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0 -► Ip+1 (X) Ip(X) •* HOMCO15 TX, R) ♦ 0
Jr
Each bundle I . (X ) is  a t r iv ia l  bundle over X, since the tangent 
J
bundles over R and the c irc le  are t r iv ia l .  So each bundle has a section 
Sj which does not meet the zero section.
We need to  decide which manifolds are types in J ^ X ). The right 
equivalence orb its  in a fib re  o f J^CX) are known, they have representatives
X -*• + xP fo r P even
and x -*■ xP fo r P odd.
With p even, the closure o f a single orbit + xP or -x^ does not 
carry a fundamental class, since the closure is  a manifold with boundary.
So for p even, we need to combine the two orbits to obtain a type.
Hence there ex is ts  one type fo r  each integer. The closure o f each type 
x -*■ ± xp+1 is  the manifold Ip(X ) and has codimension p in «^ (X ).
There ex ists an open dense set o f maps type transverse to a l l  the 
k 1types in I (X ). Given a generic map F: X * C +IR there ex ists a sequence 
o f manifolds in X*C
Mr+1 c  Mr  0  • • • . . . c M j t  XxC(=!^ say)
corresponding to  the cuspoids
. . .  o  cusps d  folds d  Morse sings c. X*C , 
where Mp = J ^ C I^ X ))  has codinension p in XxC .
Theorem 5.
Let F: X1xCr  -*• R be a generic map. Then fo r a l l  q > 0 the
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homology class representing the manifold is  k ille d  by inclusion in
the homology o f .
Proof
By the transversality Lemma 2 we have a res triction  h o f f  to
VI -
q -i
and a restriction  h o f h to  M„ with h transverse to I
M , ■
q -i
/n
»V.
h
Let j  and i  denote inclusions.
By Lemma 1 we have
Dj* = h* DU  [ I * (X )  ]
Consider the following diagram which homotopy commîtes
s , q-1
4 X
Where p is  the restriction  o f  the projection X*C -*■ X. 
We have
Dj* [MJ = P* s j_ x DU [  lJ (X ) ]
= 0
lr
since s^_1 avoids I^ (X ).
So we ha\B j*  [  1^ ü “  0.
£i
 X
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Example.
Let F: X1 x C2 -+ R be a generic map with X and C conpact. Then the
. 3manifold representing the closure o f the singu larities o f type x (the
fo ld s ) is  one dimensional and consists o f a f in ite  number o f c irc les. On
each c ir c le  the number o f singu larities o f type 1 x^(the cusps) is  even.
For exanple, the following picture cannot be the image o f the singular set
in C.
A l l  the results o f th is section apply to types in the je t  bundle 
A x ) .  As we have seen, single orbits are not necessarily types. H aefliger 
(  [13] section 4) gives a construction fo r the smallest real algebraic set 
containing an orb it and so by a result o f Borel and Haefliger ( [$] Theorem 
3.7) th is  produces a type. To produce types i t  su ffices to  restrict atten­
tion to  a single fib re  o f the je t  bundle. The fib re is  the space o f k - je ts  
o f maps f^ ,0  -*■ R,0 acted upon by the group . Haefliger embeds this
fib re  in  the space o f k -je ts  o f analytic maps I^.O -*■ (C, 0 with group
the in vertib le  k -je ts  o f analytic naps C?,0 -+■ c"o . He then proves 
J /v kthat i f  © is  a rea l orb it and Q it s  earplexification, then the
<SJ
closure o f  0 n r\ {k je ts  ■►(R.O} is  a real algebraic set.
Although H aefliger 's  construction produces the smallest real algebraic 
set containing the orbit S' , th is is  not necessarily the smallest manifold 
containing © whose closure carries a fundamental class. We w ill  la ter
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shew that the closure o f the singu larities o f  index j  whose 2- j e t  drops 
rank by i  carries a fundamental class. In general, however, o rb its  of 
the same Arnold notation , p  J but d iffe ren t indices are combined
by H aefliger 's  construction and cannot be separated. For exanple, this 
is  the situation with the cusps.
We now prove some lemmas concerning fundamental classes.
Lenina 5, *
Let a,b be m-manifolds _
The top homomorphism occurs in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence o f  the 
triad  (a b b , b, a ), and is  an isomorphism since dim (ar\b) < m-2 . The
second homomorphism occurs in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence o f the pair of 
triads (b ,b , <|>) c. (a u b , b,a ) ,  and is  an isomorphism fo r the same reason. 
The upper square commutes because there is  an in jection  from one Mayer- 
V ietoris sequence to  the other. The lower square commutes because i t  is  
induced by in jection . Hie bottom homomorphism is  an isomorphism by excision.
a U b carries a fundamental class 
dim( a n b ^  < m-2
a carries a
fundamental class.
Proof.
Given any pea consider the following diagram.
Hm<a) ® Hm(b ) ^ ( a o b )
V a) +Hm(a u b , b)
l y a ,  a-p) *Hm(a u b , aob-p )
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Let a be the fundamental class o f aub. Then a projects to the 
generator g as shown.
Hence the image a' o f the pullback o f a projects onto the pullback 
g ' o f g which is  the generator o f  H^a, a -p ). Hence a carries a 
fundamental class o' .
□
Lemma 6.
lr
Let a,b be manifolds invariant under the group action o f  I (X) 
such that
n e a rank n = r  , index n = i
and ç e b rank Ç = r  , index e < i
I f  y e an b then index y < i
and rank y < r  .
Proof.
For each r  {  e| index S i r )  is  closed.
So n e a => index n < i
n e b => index n < i
Let y fc anb => index y< i  .
For - ye a dropping index means that the nunber o f essentia l variables 
2
in the quadratic form o f j  y decreases and the rank o f y i s  therefore
less than r.
Let En,q denote the type in I^ X 11) consisting o f those k -je ts  
whose 2- je t  drops rank by q. The closure o f  zn,q consists o f the 
types zn’ q+i fo r  i  > 0 £n,q+* has codimension q+1 in zn' q ,
therefore Z n,q carries a fundamental class.
Theorem 6.
The subset o f o f index p is  a type in T^X11).
Proof.
E n,q carries a fundamental class. Let denote the submanifold
o f Zn’ q o f index k.
Let i  be the largest index so that we can write
Y n,q = U ik  = - U ( .y. -  j .
Let y e a . fl ( .U a .) then rank y < q by Lernna 6 . Therefore 1 J ^  J
dim( a - n i . U  a. ) )  < dim zn,q-2
«J J
Hence by Lerrma 5 a^ ca rries  a fundamental class, by the synmietry o f
Lenina 5 U aTT does also. By repeating th is  argument we can show that 1
a carries a fundamental class fo r  each p.
P □
Examples.
The orbits o f  each index i  are types, corresponding to fo ld  
catastrophes o f each index. Although our methods cannot distinguish between 
the hyperbolic and e l l ip t ic  urrbilics the theorem proves that we can separate 
the umbilics with d ifferent indices. The closure o f z” ’ 3 is  the same as 
the closure o f the s in gu larities  o f Arnold [3] o f type Pg , and so these 
can be distinguished by d iffe ren t indices. The closure o f the collection
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o f other unimodular fam ilies in the sense o f Arnold [3] also carry 
fundamental classes although we need to consider a l l  the indices to  form 
a type. A ll the cuspoids o f a given codimension greater than one need to 
be lunped together to  form a type. Sim ilarly the umbilics o f a fixed  codi- 
mensron greater than one need to  be lunped together to  form a type. Sim ilarly 
the umbilics o f a fix ed  codimension greater than three need to  be combined.
As an exanple our methods do not distinguish between the parabolic umbilic 
or the dual parabolic urrbilic with any o f the n-1 possible indices.
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§3 Topological restrictions on C, M and X.
In th is chapter we give relationships between the topology o f the 
parameter space, state space and c r it ic a l manifold fo r  parametrised real 
valued functions. We f i r s t  give exanples o f singu larity sets that can 
occur by suspending good maps.
Defin ition .
Let F: XxC -*■ R be a good map
I f  D is  any manifold we define the suspension F* o f  F 
F* : XxCxD -*■ K 
by F* (x ,c ,d ) = F (x ,c ).
Lemna 7.
le t  F: XxC -*■ E be a good map and F*: XxCxD (R i t s  suspension.
k *I f  Z is  a type in I  (X) and F is  type transverse to Z then Ir
is  type transverse to  Z.
Furthermore, E(F*) = z ( f ) x D .
Proof.
The transversality properties are inmediate.
1(F ) = Closure {(x ,c )|  F (x ,c ) e Z }
H f* )  = Closure {(x ,c ,d ) | F *(x ,c ,d ) e Z }
= Closure {  (x ,c ,d ) | F (x ,c ) 0 Z }
= l i l y  x D.
Exanples.
1^ I f  X is  non-conpact there ex ists a Morse function on X with no 
c r it ic a l points (See Hirsch [ l l ]  Theorem 4.8 ), so fo r  a l l  manifolds C
1
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the tv exist good maps F: X>C R with empty c r it ic a l manifold.
2 Far a ll m’O there ex ists a manifold X with a Morse function g 
having m c r it ic a l points. Then g* : X <  -*• R has a c r it ic a l manifold 
with cm components each diffeomorphic to C. In particular any manifold can 
occur as a c r it ic a l manifold.
3 Sim ilarly any manifold o f the right codimension can occur as a component 
o f the singu larity set o f  a given type. That is , i f  F: X'C -► |R has isolated 
singu larities o f  type E then F* : XCxD -*■ R has the manifold D as 
components o f i t s  singu larities o f type l .
I f  X : M + C is  a catastrophe map th is inposes conditions on X, 
t r iv ia l ly  since M must enfeed in XxC. For exanple, 3-dimensional project-
ive space p cannot occur as a conponent o f M fo r any good map
3 3 4F: IR* R -*• R since p does not embed in R .
Therefore, although we have shown that any manifold can be the c r it ic a l 
manifold and o f course any connected manifold can be the state or parameter 
space, there are res tric tions re la tin g  the topology o f C, M and X.
We now consider some o f these restrictions.
D éfin irion.
The vector bundles E and F over X are stably equivalent 
written E ^ F, i f  there exists t r iv ia l  bundles eP( eq over X such 
that
E 9 e P = F 0  eQ
The ranks o f eP and eq are p and q .
Definition.
Let F: XxC -*• R be a good map. Let Si be a connected conponent o f 
the c r it ic a l manifold M. We define a restricted catastrophe map x C 
to be the restriction  o f x to 3l.
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Theorem 7.
Let F: XxC -*■ R be a good map.
Then TO ® x* TC and 1§i v x* TC.
Proof.
Consider the following commitative diagram, with i , j  inclusions
and p,q,n projections.
C<----3--- x  x c ---------- ------- » « A x )
« “  Vi / /
M -------------------------»  Ik(X) /
\  Vy
X
The normal bundle to I k (X) in Jk(X) is  n* T* X. Since ÿ is  
transverse to Ik(X) and M= Ik(X ) , the normal bundle to M in
XxC is  $*1 I.* T*X. Therefore, we have
TO © î 1 I* II* T*X = i*  T(X x c ) 
and hence TM © F| V  T* X = i*p * TX © i*q* TC
= i*p * TX © y* TC.
hove TO ® x* TC. The second part is  immediate.
0
Corollary 1. 
wi ( 8() ■= ?  wA(C) V i  > 0.
Proof.
The S t ie fe l Y/hitney classes are stable characteristic classes i .e .  
wi  (E © A  = w^(E) for any t r iv ia l  bundle e^. So they are w ell defined
. «su«*
on stable equivalence classes o f bundles. Therefore, w^(lSl) = w .( T  TC)
The above result is  also true fo r  other stable characteristic classes, 
such as integral Stiefel-Whitney classes or Pontrjagin classes.
Corollary 2 (Zeeman [33] ).
C orientable => fif orientable.
Proof
The f i r s t  Stiefel-Whitney class o f a manifold is  zero i f  and only i f  
the manifold is  orientable. So the required result is  equivalent to  
W j (c )  = 0 => w^ßl) = 0, but th is  follows from Corollary 1.
Examples.
_1 The complex p ro jective  plane CP  ^ does not occur as a component o f
4 4a c r it ic a l manifold i f  the parameter space is  |R since w^( R ) = 0 and
w^ OCP* 2) f  0.
2 Any non-orientable compact surface o f odd genus can only occur as a 
couponent o f  a c r it ic a l manifold when the parameter space is  also a non- 
orientable compact surface o f odd genus.
j3 Milnor [19] proves that the to ta l Stiefel-Whitney class o f the
r  I*+l
r-dhnensional p ro jective space is  (1+a) where a is  the
generator o f H*(Pr ). I f  the parameter space is  Rr  and r+1 is  not 
a power o f  2 then pr  cannot occur as a component o f  the c r it ic a l 
manifold.
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D efin ition .
For each connected manifold A the classify ing map fo r i t s  tangent 
bundle t : A -*■ BO induces a map :n jCA) -*■ H^ CBO) = Zg. The elements
o f n^(A) ly ing in the Kernel o f are called orientation preserving
and the remainder are called orientation reversing.
Definition.
A map g: A -* B, with A,B connected manifolds is  orientation true 
i f  g * : n1(A ) -*■ n1(B) maps the orientation preserving and reversing 
elements o f n^(A) into the orientation preserving and reversing elements 
o f ilj(B ) respectively.
Let a: S1 -*■ A be an immersion representing an element a o f 
IIjCA). The element a is  orientation preserving i f  the normal bundle 
to cxiS1) is  orientable, otherwise, i t  is  orientation reversing.
Theorem 8.
Let x : 8f -*■ C be a res tr ic ted  catastrophe map, 
orientation true.
then x is
Proof.
Consider the follow ing diagram
,1 a -»fif
X
Let ft, N denote the normal bundles to  S* in ft and C respectively. 
We have TS1 © ft = iSl
and TS1 © N = a* x* TC.
Consider the f i r s t  Stiefel-Whitney classes o f these bundles
= ~a* w^fil)
and Wj(N) a  X  W j i C )
By Corollary 1 WjiSf) = x* Wj(C) and so Wj(Si)= Wj(N). In particular 
ft is  orientable i f  and only i f  N is  orientable.
An integer valued degree is  defined fo r any proper map between mani­
fo lds o f  the same dimension (See Epstein [6] ) .  However, when the map is  
orientation true we have the following defin ition  due to  Olum [ 20 ] .
D efin ition .
Let A and B be connected r-dimensional manifolds and g: A -> B 
a proper map which is  orientation true. Choose generators fo r H^(A, Z ) 
and h£(B,2 ), singular cohomology groups with twisted integer coeffic ien ts  
and conpact supports. The induced map g*: H^(B,Z)-> H^(A,Z) maps the 
generator o f H^(B, Z ) onto an integer multiple o f  the generator o f  
H^(A, Z ). We ca ll th is  integer the twisted degree o f g, which is  
written as deg g.
We can res tr ic t to  Z2 coeffic ien ts and obtain the mod 2 degree 
in the same way, which we write as deg2g. A degree can be assigned to 
the map g: A ■* B independent o f the choices o f generator fo r H^(A) 
and II^(B) by considering the absolute value o f the degree.
From Olum [20] we obtain the following geometric interpretation 
o f the twisted degree. Choose a regular value c o f g: A -*■ B such 
that there ex ists a disc D with ceD and the preimage o f D is  a
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f in ite  number o f  d is jo in t discs , . . . ,  each mapped diffeomorphically 
by g onto D. Let c^dX be the unique point such that g (c^ )=  c.
Choose an orientation at and D. For each disc we define an
integer 61 which is  +1 or -1 as fo llows: F irs t, orient so
that g carries the pos itive  orientation o f onto the positive orienta­
tion o f D. Next, choose an arbitrary path l  from Cj to c^, and le t  
6 = + 1 or -1 according as is  oriented coherently with along
the path l ,  or not ; le t  6  ^ = + 1 or -1 according as the closed path 
into which i  is  carried by g is  orientation preserving or orientation 
reversing; then le t  6* = <5^  6* . That 5* is  independent o f the p a rti­
cular path i  used is  a consequence o f the fact that g is  orientation 
true.
k ideg g = 2 5
i= l
Olum [20]  assumes his manifolds are conpact, but H^(A) = Z 
fo r any connected manifold Ar , so his reasoning carries over to  the 
proper aon-oorrpact case.
In order to  show how the degree o f  the a res tricted  catastrophe map 
influences the Euler characteristic o f  X, we need the following de fin i­
tion and two leranas.
D efin ition .
Let F: X^C -*■ R be a good map and I the type in ^ (X )  induced 
by the Morse functions. A Morse sheet is  a conneoted component o f r 1 I .  
Associated to each Morse sheet is  an index corresponding to one o f the 
n+1 Morse orb its in ^ (X ) .
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f in ite  number o f  d is jo in t discs D ^ ,..., each mapped diffeomorphically 
by g onto D. Let c^dX be the unique point such that g(c^)= c.
Choose an orientation at Dj and D. For each disc we define an 
integer 61 which is  +1 or -1 as follows: F irst, orient so
that g carries the positive  orientation o f onto the positive orienta­
tion  o f D. Next, choose an arbitrary path l  from c^ to c^, and le t  
<5 i  = + 1 or -1 according as D. is  oriented coherently with D1 along 
the path i ,  o r  not ; le t  6^  = + 1 or -1 according as the closed path 
into which l  is  carried by g is  orientation preserving or orientation 
reversing; then le t  6* = <5i  <5^ . That 61 is  independent o f the p a rti-
cular path £ used is  a consequence o f the fact that g is  orientation 
true.
k i  deg g = 2 6
i= l
Olum [20] assures his manifolds are compact, but H^(A) = Z 
fo r  any connected manifold Ar , so his reasoning carries over to  the 
proper non-conpact case.
In order to  show how the degree o f the a restricted  catastrophe map 
influences the Euler characteristic o f X, we need the following de fin i­
tion and two lemmas.
D efin ition .
Let F: X^XC -*• R be a good map and I the type in A x )  
by the Morse functions. A Morse sheet is  a connected component 
Associated to  each Morse sheet is  an index corresponding to one 
n+1 Morse o rb its  in
induced 
o f $-1 I . 
o f  the
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Lenina 8.
Let F: X*C -*■ IR be a good map type transverse to the type in
A x ) .  I f  F induces a restricted  catastrophe map x : M -*■ C with dis­
jo in t discs Dj and in Si mapped diffeomorphically onto a disc 
D in C by x, then
6* equals the difference between the Morse indices o f and
(mod 2).
P roo f.
The hypothesis that F is  type transverse to implies that the
singu larities o f  x : M C 3X6 fo ld  catastrophes or singu larities o f 
codimension at least two. Therefore, we can choose a path from to 
on M which l ie s  in Morse sheets or passes transversely through the 
fo ld  catastrophes. Morse sheets are inmersed in C by X, so as we 
traverse the path from to along Morse sheets the re la tive  orienta­
tion  is  preserved. Only when we pass through the fo ld  singu larities do 
we change the re la tiv e  orientation. When we cross the fo ld  curve the 
Morse index changes by ± 1 ,  therefore, the number o f times the path 
crosses the fo ld  curve is  equal to  the difference between the Morse indices 
o f  Dj and (mod 2). The lemna follows since 6  ^ is  the nunfoer o f 
times we change the re la tive  orientation.
□
Lenina 9.
Let ~ F: XxC -*• (R be a good map, then there ex ists a good map
Ir
G: XxC -*• R such that G is  type transverse to  the orbits in I (X). 
Furthermore, Mp, is  diffeomorphic to M^, and fo r  each o f the correspond-
r\j
ing connected components we have deg xF = deg Xq .
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Proo f.
We homotopy F to G so that G is  type transverse to  the A^
• korb its  in I (X ), whilst maintaining transversality to the Morse func­
tions throughout the homotopy. Thus we have a diffeomorphism $ from 
Mp to  and the following diagram comnutes
Therefore fo r each connected component deg Xp = deg
Theorem 9.
Let X be compact and F: XxC1' -*■ 1R be a good map with c r it ic a l
manifold Mr= j [  St. . Vie can choose generators fo r  Hr (C) and Hr (St.)
j = l  J c c J
N
so that the Euler characteristic o f X is  z deg x • •
j= l  J
Proof.
By Lemma 9 i t  su ffices to  consider a map type transverse to  the A^  
orb its . Choose a regular value c o f x •' M •+ C such that there ex ists 
a disc D with ceD and the preimage o f D is  a f in ite  number o f dis­
jo in t  discs D ^ ,. . . ,  eacli mapped diffecmruphically by x onto D.
Choose an orientation at D. Let c^eD  ^ be the unique point such that 
x (c i >= c." Each lie s  in a Morse sheet o f index im say. Because c
is  a regular value, F^: X -*• (R is  a Morse function with Morse singu larities
at c, o f index m.. This gives a ce llu lar decomposition o f X and 
1 1  k m . ,
hence the Euler characteristic o f X is
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For each res tr ic ted  catastrophe map x - : fa- ■+ C choose some c.J J 1
contained in fa. , c a l l  i t  c. c . . l ie s  in the disc D. . with index 
J _
u 1 im ^. Choose an orientation at D y so that maps to  (-1 ) J
times the orientation at D. We make th is choice so that a disc ly ing in
Kl. with even index contributes +1 to  the twisted degree o f Xj> and 
J J
a disc lying in fa. with odd index contributes -1. So that
«J
Nk m.
E ( - D  1 = 
i= l j= l
E deg x4
and we have the required resu lt.
□
Exatrple.
Let S2 and T2 be the 2-sphere and the 2-torus respectively 
then any map g: S2 ->■ T2 has zero degree. So i t  could only occur as 
the catastrophe map fo r  a conpact state space X i f  the Euler characteristic 
o f X is  zero.
Lenina 10.
Let F: XxC1^ -*• B be a good map with C compact, g iv ing rise  to  a 
restricted  catastrophe map x • fa ■* C with Si compact. I f  wr (C) ^ 0 
then wr (&)= degg x-
Proof.
fa and C are compact. By Corollary 1 o f  Theorem 7 wr (fa)=x* wr (C).
Ihe generator o f H1"(C, Z „) is  w (C) so i t s  image in H^(fa, Z „) under c a r  c «
X* is  zero i f  and only i f  w (fa)= 0. So deg„ x= w (fa).r  <5 r
□
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Exanple.
4 2Let S and CP denote the 4-sphere and the complex projective
2
plane respectively. Since w^(CP ) f  0 any restricted  catastrophe map 
^ 4 2
X : S -*• CP w i l l  have zero mod 2 degree.
So fa r  we have not used the fu ll  information contained in Corollary 1 
o f Theorem 7, that fo r  a res tricted  catastrophe map w^(ft)=x* w^(C).
To extract further information we can appeal to a geometric interpretation 
o f the Stiefel-W hitney classes.
Definition.
Let Q be a manifold o f dimension q. The p-th Stiefel-Whitney 
homology class o f Q wpeHp(Q) is  the Poincare dual o f w ^ p e H ^ iQ ), 
the q-p th Stiefel-Whitney cohomology class.
Theorem 10 (Whitney)-
Given a snooth triangulation o f Q, take the barycentric subdivision 
and consider the in f in ite  chain o f p-sinplices, these define a mod 2 cycle, 
the p-th Stiefel-Whitney homology class.
Proof.
See Halperin and Toledo [10] .
We can rewrite w^ cSi1*)= x* w^(C1") as D w1- *(M)= X D wr ^(C).
Then Lerrma 1 says that i f  x is  transverse to a cycle representing 
wr - i (C ) then the preimage o f th is cycle under x is  a homology class 
representing wr 1(Kl).
Example.
The f i r s t  S t ie fe l-W h itn e y  homology c la s s  o f  the K le in  b o t t le  K2
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Exanple.
4 2
Let S and (CP denote the 4-sphere and the cotip lex projective
2
plane respectively. Since w (^(CP ) f  0 any restricted  catastrophe map 
^ 4 2
X : S -»• (CP w i l l  have zero mod 2 degree.
So fa r we have not used the fu l l  information contained in Corollary 1 
o f  Theorem 7, that fo r a restricted  catastrophe map w^(8l)=x* w^(C).
To extract further information we can appeal to  a geometric interpretation 
o f  the Stiefel-Whitney classes.
Definition.
le t  Q be a manifold o f dimension q. The p-th Stiefel-Whitney 
homology class o f Q w^eH^CQ) is  the Poincare dual o f w^_pEH^~^(Q), 
the q-p th Stiefel-Whitney cohomology class.
Theorem 10 ( Whitney).
Given a smooth triangulation o f Q, take the barycentric subdivision 
and consider the in fin ite  chain o f p-sinp lices, these define a mod 2 cycle, 
the p-th Stiefel-Whitney homology class.
P roo f.
See Halperin and Toledo [10] .
We can rewrite wi (S(r )= x* w^C^) as D w3" i (M)= x *D w r i (C ).
Then Lemna 1 says that i f  x is  transverse to  a cycle representing 
wr - i (C) then the preimage o f th is cycle under x is  a homology class 
representing wr~i (El).
Exam ple.
The f i r s t  S tie fe l-W h itn ey  homology c la s s  o f  the K le in  b o tt le  K2
is  represented by a cycle going once round the core o f both Möbius 
strips in K2. Let 5: K2 -  K2 be a res tr ic ted  catastrophe map. When 
X  is  transverse to any cycle in the parameter space K2 going round 
both Möbius s tr ip s  the preimage represents a cycle in the c r it ic a l mani­
fo ld  K2 also going round both Möbius str ips .
§4 The extension o f lo ca lly  stable maps.
In this chapter we res tr ic t attention to maps F: XxC1' -*• R with
r  < 5. By Thom's theorem (Trotman and Zeeman [3b] ) there ex ists  an open
these transversality conditions are equivalent to  the local s ta b ility  o f 
F: XxC -*• R at a l l  points (x.c)eXxC. We reca ll the defin ition  o f local 
s ta b ility .
Defin ition.
F: XxC R is  lo ca lly  stable at (x .c ) i f  V nbds N o f  (x ,c )
in XxC, 3" a nbd o f F, such that V Ge t t  3 (x ,c)eN , so that 
3" diffeorrorphsim germs a,8,Y making the fo llow ing diagram comnute.
F: XxC ■+ IR is  lo ca lly  stable i f  i t  is  lo ca lly  stable at a l l  points 
(x ,c ) eXxC.
Ihe s in gu la rities  o f the catastrophe map associated to a loca lly
Chapter one the Thom-Boardman types underlie the cuspoid elementary 
catastrophes so we have the following theorem.
dense set o f maps such that i 1: XxC J^X ) is  transverse to a l l  the 
o ib its  in J ^ (X ). The Scout's Honour Theorem (Markus [15]) asserts that
Fxn n
XxC ■* RxC
(x .c )
a y
where n denotes the appropiate projection map.
stable map are elementary catastrophes [30] . As remarked at the end o f
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Theorem 11.
Let F: XxC -* R be a lo ca lly  stable map inducing a 
catastrophe map x: 8l -*■ C. Then x : St C sa tis fie s  the 
the Thom polynomial theorem fo r  the Thom-Boardman types
A & .C ) .
Proof.
Since F is  lo ca lly  stable, ft is  transverse to  the orbits ±A*
J
in J^(X). The s in gu larities  o f  x are determined by ft. I f  x
i V_1 i
drops rank 1 at m then F(m)e± A. fo r seme i  and j .  Let meF (±A .),
J J
by Mather's theory o f unfoldings (Trotman and Zeeman [30] Chapter 7 ),
the equivalence class o f the germ o f x at m, ^  is  determined by 
i±A.. Mather's theory also enables us to conpute the germ x_ and th is 
3 j iJ -D  ^
is  a stable Thom-Boardman singu larity o f type Z (See Golubitsky
and Guillejmin [7] page 177). There fore x ^ is  transverse to E*
in A fi i .C ).  F: XxC -*• R is  lo ca lly  stable and so F is  transverse to
a l l  orb its in J^CM.C). That is ,  x s a t is fie s  the hypothesis o f Theorem 1,
1*
Corollary 1 fo r  the types Z
□
We now show how our methods shed ligh t on sone o f the extension 
problems discussed by Markus [15] .
Let Pr  be a compact connected manifold with boundary JP embedded 
in a manifold o f the sane dimension Qr , so that i t  has an open neighbour­
hood ?* in Qr which is  a manifold without boundary. Given a lo ca lly  
stable map F: Xx #P -*• R, Markus [15] proves that there exists a loca lly  
stable extension G: Xxft ■+■ R.
i .e .  G| = F .
XxJP
restricted 
hypothesis o f
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Following Markus we pose the question : Do there ex ist extensions 
with no iso lated singu larities? As Markus has pointed out i t  is  sensible 
to inpose some compactness condition. In fa c t, to apply our results we 
require a compactness restriction  on the extension, since we want to  use 
the zero 'th  homology group to count singu larities .
Theorem 12.
Let Pr  and Qr  be as above and suppose that we have two lo c a lly  
stable extensions
G1# G2 : X>$ ■+ R
Ir
Let e be a type in I  (X) o f codimension r. Then the mod 2 nunber o f 
s ingu larities o f type E above P is  the sane fo r Gj and G2 .
Proof.
We f i r s t  double the manifold P to  obtain a closed manifold 2P. We 
then define a lo ca lly  stable map G: X*2P -*• IR by the maps G^  and Gg 
on each ha lf. By hypothesis and are compact, so MQ is
compact. Theorem 4 shows that fo r  a type E o f codirrension r  the 
nurber o f  s ingu larities o f type E o f G on each coqponent o f Mq is  
even. That is , the nunber o f s in gu la rities  o f type E fo r Gj is  
equal nod 2 to  the nuiber o f s in gu la rities  o f type E fo r G .^
□
Example.
2 2 Let F: X>S ■+ R be lo ca lly  stable with X compact and S the
2 3two dimensional sphere. Consider S embedded in IR . Extend F to  a 
lo ca lly  stable function parametrised by an open neighbourhood o f the
Bpi **?*£!■' '
closed 3-ball. The mad 2 number o f each o f the iso lated singularity types, 
i .e .  umbilics o f  each index and swallowtails, is  dependent on F only 
and is  independent o f the particular extension.
The above theorem as in the extension problems discussed by Markus 
depend on the loca lly  stable map parametrised by JP. The work o f Zeeman 
[33] is  o f an essentially d ifferent kind. In fact the extension problem 
dealt with by Zeeman depended on the c r i t ic a l  manifold only and not the 
loca lly  stable map or the state space. However, to extend the results o f 
Zeeman we need to  put more restrictions on P. The results only apply to 
the isolated cuspoids and we require P to  be orientable and the dimen­
sion o f P to  be less than five . We f i r s t  prove two lenmas.
Lenina 11.
Let Aj and A  ^ be compact orientable r-manifolds with boundary,
together with a diffeomorphism 3A^  = 3A^. Let A be the manifold
2
obtained by glueing Aj to Ag with the diffeomorphism. Then w^(A) = 0, 
where w^(A) is  the f ir s t  Stiefel-Whitney class o f A.
Proof.
Choose an orientation on Aj and A ^  By Theorem 10 we can compute 
the Stiefel-Whitney class dual to w ^ A ). This homology class is  equal 
to the sum o f  the r-1 dimensional cycles representing each component o f 
3Aj where the diffeomorphism does not preserve orientation. Using a 
co llar on A^ we can s lid e  the homology class o f f  o f  3Aj and hence the 
cup product o f  w^(A) with i t s e l f  is  zero.
□
Lemma 12.
Let f :  A1-—H3r 1 $ r i  4 be a map between compact connected
%&&***&  - tev* -3W fc A
manifolds A and B such that w^(A) = 0 and Wj(B)= 0. I f  f  is  type
l r  rtransverse to the Thom-Boardman type z in J (X ,Y ) then the nurrber
i r
o f iso la ted  singu larities o f type z is  even.
Proof.
We consider each r  and show that the required Thom polynomial is  
zero. For the cases 1 s< r  .< 3 the Thom polynomials have been computed 
by Porteous [22] , however to  prove th is lemna we show that a l l  poly­
nomials o f  codimension r  in the Stiefel-Whitney classes o f TA and 
*
f  TB are zero.
r= l S1 is  orient able so w1(S1)= 0.
r=2 For any conpact 2-manifold Y the to ta l Stiefel-Whitney class is  
W(Y)= 1 + Wl(Y ) + w ^Y )2, so W(A)= 1 + WjCA), W(B)= 1 .
So any polynomial o f  codimension 2 is  zero.
r=3 Every ccnpact 3-manifold Y immerses in R1 so the to ta l S t ie fe l-  
Whitney class is  W(Y)= 1 + w ^Y ) + w ^ Y )2, so W(A)=1 + WjCA), W(B)= 1.
Therefore any polynomial o f codimension 3 is  zero.
r=4 The Thom polynomial fo r  z1’ * '* * 1 was computed by Sergeraert [26]
3
using an algorithm due to  Ronga. The polynomial is  c^(c^ + Cg) where
*
c^ are the Stiefel-Whitney classes o f  the difference bundle f  TB-TA.
For any oorrpact orientable 4-manifold B we have
W(B) = 1 + w2(B) + w2(B )2 (See Massey [16] ).
2)
= (1 + f*w2(B)+ f*  w2(B )2) (1+ Wl(A ) + w2(A)+ w3(A ) ) ,
W(f*TB-TA) = (1 + f*w2(B)+ f*  w2(B ) ) (1+ w ^A) + w2(A)+ Wg(A))
since w^(A)'5 = 0.
. X»'  v^,
cx(Cj + c3) = w1(A)(w1(A) 3 + w1(A)f*w2(B)+ Wg(A)) 
= wx(A) Wg(A)
The generators o f  the 4th unoriented cobordism group have S t ie fe l-  
Whitney nimber w^ Wg= 0 (Milnor [19 ]), that is , the product o f the 
f i r s t  and th ird  Stiefel-Whitney class o f any 4-manifold is  zero. In 
particu lar Wj(A) Wg(A) = 0.
We note that the corresponding result to Lenina 11 when r=5 is  
fa lse . As above we assume Pr  is  a conpact connected manifold with 
boundary 3P enbedded in  a manifold o f  the same dimension Qr , so that 
P has an open neighbourhood i* in o f  which is  a manifold without 
boundary. We further assume that P is  orientable and that l^r$4 .
Theorem 13.
Let G be any lo c a lly  stable map parametrised by i* whose c r it ic a l 
manifold above +Ke orientable manifold Pr  is  conpact and G is
the extension o f a lo c a lly  stable map parametrised by 3P whose c r it ic a l 
manifold is  M. Let N be an orientable conpact manifold with boundary 
3N. Suppose there ex ists a map f :  Nr  ->■ Pr  such that:
( i )  There exists a diffeomorphism 4 making this diagram comnute
proj
„ l r
( i i )  The germ o f f  at a l l  ncN-3N is  stable.
Then the mod 2 nurrber o f s ingu larities o f type Z* above P is  
the same fo r f  and the projection o f Mq .
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Proof.
We double the manifold P to obtain a closed orientable manifold 2P.
by Theorem 11 and the hypothesis on N. By construction the maps pi
even nunber on M .
Example.
Let P be the torus with an open disc removed so that aP is  a 
c irc le . Suppose that we have the follow ing picture with the c r it ic a l 
manifold M above 3P also a c irc le , but projecting onto aP with two 
fo ld  catastrophes as sham.
I t  is  easy to  f i l l  in M with a compact orientable manifold N 
mapping into P with one cusp. So by the theorem, the catastrophe map 
o f any loca lly  stable map extending over P w ill  contain an odd nunber 
o f  cusp catastrophes, provided that the new c r it ic a l manifold above P 
is  compact.
We also glue N and M^, along th e ir  boundary M to  obtain a closed 
manifold M* . M* is  not necessarily connected, but i t  w i l l  have a
f in it e  nunber o f connected components {  M* } . We consider the maps
P i ' Mi  *  ^  cie :^i-ne^ by the res triction  o f the projection -*■ P and
l rthe map N -*• P. The maps p  ^ have generic singu larities o f type z
♦
and the manifolds KL sa tis fy  the hypothesis o f Lenina 12. So we have
l r  *an even nunber o f s ingu larities o f  type I  on each ML and hence ain
M
P
$5 Applications to Lagrangion immersions.
We now study the s in gu la r it ie s  o f rea l valued functions defined 
on fib r e  bundles. Ve a lso  discuss the connection with Lagrangian
immersions.
Let X11 and Cr  be connected manifolds o f dimension n and r 
re sp ec t iv e ly , Y/e denote by X x C the to ta l space of a f ib r e  bundle with 
f ib r e  X and base space C. Let be a .t r iv ia l is in g  cover fo r
the bundle q:X7C-—>C. That is  is  an open cover o f C and
^ : q -1Ur----»U..* X are diffeonorphisms.
q- V f i - ^ l ' . x X
yi-Y7
u.1
v  \ / \
* q (y ; . f^ y j
Let f (V . ,  y .) f be a maximal a tlas  fo r  the fix ed  copy o f X then each
y .:V .---- ? y . (V . )c E n is  a homeomorphism. be construct a je t  bundle
7J J <0 j '
over X x C w ith fib r e  J  'ta. °'f’ cVc^ e'r ^  1R ,o —7 (R, °
Jk = L(Rn,R) n L (o% n,E )x .......... *L (oV \ lR )
and group action  , the group o r  in v e r t ib le  je ts  o f  order k ¡R , 0 , 0
Let s be a section  o f the t r i v i a l  lin e  bundle over X ~ C . Let 
*1 ^
y e  X *C  w ith y  fc q IT and f ±( y )  <= V.. then we have the fo llow ing 
diagram.
- 1.q U. <---- -> U. x XH l  r
y <------------1 q (y )./>i (y)
—  U. * V. - 
1 0 .  \  ■
— .... »  « ( y j . ^ ^ i y )
The section  s induces a map s .^ : —’ K.
We now define an equivalence re la tion  fo r  each p os it ive  in teger k. 
Let s and t  be sections and y 1 and y 2 points o f X x C such that there 
ex is ts  an i  and j  with y 1,y2 fc q " Ui  and <^ i ( y 1) » f i ( y 2) 4 Vj-
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( s , ; ^ )  ( t , y 2.) <=? y 1 = y2 and the k -je ts  o f the induced maps
•A
s ^  and t^ j are equivalent at y
L e t J x C denote the se t o f a l l  equivalence classes (s ,y ) . .  This 
is  w e ll  definea and has a natural vec to r bundle structure with f io re  J 
ana group action ^ k.
A map FiXT C—>(R has a natural k - je t  extension
r : X « C ----->Jk x C
y t------ * [F , y ]
In  this mere general s ituation  we can define a3 before , good maps, 
the c r i t ic a l  manifold, the catastrophe map, tyre tran sversa lity , e tc . .
The je t  bundle * C can be id en tified  with the dual o f the 
tangent bundle along the fib re s  o f q : X * C - ? C  and hence we have the 
re la tionsh ip ,
J1* C © q lrTC -  T ( X * C } .
,/e obtain  the fo llow ing resu lts  corresponding to Theorem 3 and Theorem 7. 
Theorem 14 •
Let F:X* C —i> R be a good map type transverse to a type 2  in  J * C. 
Then the closure o f the se t o f s in gu la rit ie s  o f type 2  ca rr ies  a 
fundamental class whose Poincare dual a fte r  inclusion in  the homology o f 
X «C  is  given by a polynomial in the Stiefel-W hitney classes o f J^* C.
P ro o f.
Consider the fo llow in g commutative diagram where h is  a c la ss ify in g  
V  -vmap fo r  J * C — *XxC in to  a Grassmardiian G .^
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Jkx C
pH i
i  h 
X ? C -  ——»G
k ~ * k ~We have J * C = h E . A type 2? o f  J ‘ > C induces a type in  E. The 
cohomology class representing the closure o f the set o f  s in gu la r it ie s  o f 
type 2? in  X x" C arises as the pullback o f a cohomology class in ¡5, using 
the commutative diagram we see that the pullback o f th is  class fa c to rs  
through G . The map h is  a lso the c la ss ify in g  map fo r  J^x C. Therefore 
the induced map on cohomology pu lls  back the generators o f  H (G^) to  the 
S tie fe l- '.h itn ey  classes o f J1 * C.
0
Theorem 15•
I f  F:XxC-*Ei is  a good nap then X. TC and T.i %TC.
Proof.
Consider the fo llow in g  commutative diagram,
J L  TiM >X x C J 1 X C
1 . ~
The normal bundle to  1.1 in  X x C is  i  ( J x CJ, since F is  transverse 
to the zero section  o f J x C.
Therefore,
T!., <£> i * (  J1 * C) -  i*T (X  x C)
TT <t) i 'C J 1 x C) = i * ( J 1x C)©-x"TC.
s *So v/e have the required re s u lt  TM *• X TC and th is a lso  applies to each 
connected corny onent.
□
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The coro llaries to  Theorem 7 also apply to a good map F: XxC R 
so we have in particular that w^(St) = x* w^(C) i  > 0.
Definition.
Let L and C be r-dimensional connected manifolds. We reca ll 
that there ex ists a canonical 2-form, the syirplectic form, on the cotangent 
bundle T*C and that an inmersión j : Lr  -*■ T*<? is  ca lled  Lagrangian 
i f  the pullback o f th is 2-form is  zero. Given an inmersión j : L ->• T*C 
there ex ists a map x : L -*■ C induced by conposing j  with the natural 
projection p: T*C -*■ C.
Weinstein ( [3 l] lecture 6) proves that a good map F: XxC -» R 
(Weinstein uses the term torse family fo r a good map) induces a Lagrangian 
inversion o f each oonponent o f the c r it ic a l manifold M into T*C and 
also that lo ca lly  the converse is  true. That is , i f  L is  a Lagrangian 
manifold in T*C, at each point xeL there exists an open neghbourhood 
which coincides with an open neighborhood o f a c r it ic a l manifold fo r  some 
good map parametrised by C.
Globally the converse is  fa lse . A cohomology class in H^(L;Z) can 
be defined fo r  a Lagrangian inmersión L + T C , called the Maslov class 
(see Weinstein [3 l] page 27), which is  zero i f  L i s  the c r it ica l 
manifold o f a good map. This class is  non-zero fo r an embedded c irc le  in 
T (R , (See Arnold [ l j  ) ,  so an enbedded c irc le  in T ¡R cannot arise from 
a good map. The following relation  is  sa tis fied  by arbitrary Lagrangian
irmersions.
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Theorem 16.
* 2 * 2I f  j :  L + T C  is  a Lagrangian immersion then wi (L )=  x «^ (C ) ijO .
Proof.
Weinstein ( [3 l] page 7) shews that i f  j : L ■+• T*C is  a lagrangian inner 
sion then the Lagrangian plane V  is  complemented by a Lagrangian plane
* * a#c
in j  T L ^ T  C, which can be id en tified  with TxL using the symplectic 
structure. So we have
*  ^  *  *
TL ffi T L  '= j  T T C .
We can rewrite th is as
* f\. * * * *
TL ® T L = j  (p  T C ffi p TC)
A 3fC 3(C $
= X T C ffi X TC.
The to ta l Stiefel-Whitney-class then gives
W(L). W(L) = XV C ) .  X* W(C)
W(L)2 = x V c ) 2
So w2(L ) = x* w2(C ).
□
This result should be contrasted with the remark a fte r  Theorem 15 
that wi (Sl) = x* wi (C) fo r  a component o f the c r it ic a l manifold arising 
from a good map F: X « C + K .
Example.
I f  L2 irrrrerses as a Lagrangian manifold in TIR2 then w2(L2)= w1(l1)= o^
so L has even Euler characteristic i f  i t  is  compact. Therefore the
*  2pro jective  plane does not intnerse as a Lagrangian manifold in T R .
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In the Appendix an ex p lic it  Lagrangian inmersión o f the Klein bo ttle  
K2 in T R2 is  given , since K2 is  non-orientable Corollary 2 o f 
Theorem 7 says that i t  cannot occur as a c r it ic a l manifold when the 
parameter space is  R2 .
We remark that a l l  the results cm catastrophe maps give necessary 
conditions fo r  a given Lagrangian inmersión to arise from a good map.
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§6 Thom polynomials in cobordism theory.
The cohomology theory derived from the Thom spectrum MD has the 
fo llow ing geometric interpretation [24] , [12] .
as follows:
Consider the pairs (M ,f) with M a manifold such that dim M= dim X-k 
and f : M -*■ X is  a proper map. We define an equivalence relation  between 
such pairs as follows:
(M ,f) ^ (N ,g ) i f  there ex ists  a manifold W with boundary 3W and 
a proper map h: V/ -*■ X such that 3W is  diffeomorphic to  MuN, where 
is  the d is jo in t union, and
so that f  is  transverse to g. We have the following pullback square.
For a
h| = f  , h| = g . 
M N
We define addition in r f t x )  by
[ (M, f ) ]  + [(N ,g )] = [(M iL N, f  j t g ) ]
With th is binary operation N^(X) becomes an abelian group (defined to 
be 0 i f  k > dim X) in which every element has order 2.
N *(-) is  a hcmotopy functor on the category o f manifolds and maps;
given g: Y -> X we define
g* : N*(X) -*• N*(Y) as follows,
Let [(M, f ) ]  c N^(X). Choose a proper homotopy o f f ,  say 3? ,
MxxY— g~ *Y
g
J- f  
M--------- »X
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Dsfine g* [ (M ,f)] = [M *Y , q] e A v ) ,  where q is  the natural
map o f the fib re  product in to Y.
A product o : (X) x N^(X) -*■ N^^iX ) is  defined by the conposition
^ (X )  x I^CX) * N P ^ X  x X) £ Np_fq(X)
where
[ M,f ] x [  N ,g ] = [ M x N, f  x g ]
and
A : X ->X x X is  the diagonal map.
Let f :  Y -> X be a proper map with dim X-dim Y = k, then the 
unkehr o f f  denoted f !  i s  the homomorphism
f ! : N ^Y ) N ^ C X )
[ N,g ] -»■ [N,f  • g]
f !  is  a group homomorphism f ! ( f *  x v y ) = x v f ! ( y )  whenever xeN*(X) 
and yeN*(Y).
I f  f , g  are proper and the following diagram comnutes then
f* *  g! = g! • f *
(see [24] ).
Let E -► X 
Euler class o f
be a vector bundle with z: X -* E the zero section. 
E is  defined to  be e(E)= z*z! [ X, id  ]  .
The
Generalising the Stiefel-Whitney characteristic classes fo r  Z^ 
cohomology we have the fo llow ing characterising properties o f the 
Conner-Floyd characteristic classes.
J$ 4
To each n-plane bundle E ->• X there corresponds a sequence o f cobordism 
classes.
w .(E )e NX(X) i -  0 ,1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n 
wq(E )  = 1 such that
wi (g*E) = g*wi (E)(a )  For a map g: Y -*• X
(b ) w. (EffiF) = £ w .(E ). w .(F )
k i+j=k 1 J
(c )  I f  L is  a line bundle Wj(L)= e (L ).
These characteristic classes arise as the pullbacks o f generators 
o f the cobordism ring o f the classify ing space fo r  the bundle. Calculations 
involving cobordism characteristic classes are complicated because the 
Euler class o f a tensor product o f  two line bundles is  given by a formal 
group law (see [12] ) .  That is , i f  L,M are line bundles over X.
e(L © M) = £ ru-j- e(L)1. e(M)J
i . j  J
e N1 -i-^(X) are represented by manifolds with constant maps.
We can new define tom Dieck characteristic classes which contain information 
about the tensor product.
To each n-plane bundle E -*■ X there corresponds a sequence o f 
cobordism classes w^E) e N^(X) i= n ,n - l,.. .
Let W(E)= £ w.(E) be the to ta l tan Dieck class then
i<n 1
(a ) For a map g: Y -*• X W(g*E)= g* W(E).
(b ) W(E ® F)= W(E)W(F).
(c )  I f  L is  a line bundle W(L)= £' ?(*-)'
f ig 's * «»  '  yyv» , * »  i  a
We can nav define a Steenrod-tom Dieck c^eration fo r each integer q. 
Rq : ^ (Y )  -  N ^ Y )
CN-g ] g! wq(g  TY-TN)
The Rq have the fo l  lowing properties
(a ) Rq(x )  = x2 i f
(b ) Rq(x )  = 0  i f
(c ) Rq(x -y ) = l
x t  JNr (Y ) and p < q.
Ri ( x ) . R ^ y ).
i+j=q
We also have a Riemann-Roch theorem, fo r  a proper map f :  X -*■ Y,
Rqf !  [ M,g ] = f !  E w,(f*TY-TX). Rp [M,g] .
i+ j=q
The relation between unoriented cobordism and Z^ cohomDlogy is  
given by the follow ing isomorphism ( s « e  £?.*♦]).
N*(X) = H*(X) N *(pt)
*2
%
N (p t ) is  a polynomial ring over Z^ with a generator o f degree -±  fo r
each positive  integer not o f  the form 2^-1. The isomorphism induces an 
♦ *
epimorphism p : N (X ) -*■ H (X ). Under this epimorphism both the Conner- 
Floyd and the tom Dieck characteristic classes map to the Stiefel-Whitney 
characteristic classes.
Also Sqq • p = p ■> Rq (See [29] (15 .2 )) gives the relation o f the 
Rq to the Steenrod squares. So we can give the Steenrod squares the 
following geometric interpretation.
Sqq : H^(Y) -*■ H ^ Y )
yu[N,g] -  g!wq(g*TY-TO)
. »  6 &
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where [ N,g ] is  a cobordism class representing the element o f H^(Y).
On the righthand side we have g! the unkehr map on cohomology and w  ^
is the q-th S t ie fe l Whitney class.
The Steenrod squares also sa tis fy  the Riemann-Roch theorem as fo r  
the Steenrod-tom Dieck operations.
We remark that because o f the isomorphism given above connecting 
cobordism with Z^ cohomology we have the following result. Let Gr be 
a Grassmannian o f n-planes in R?1. N can be chosen large enough, so 
that there are no relations between the generators o f N*Gn in a fixed 
codimension r.
We now prove a generalisation o f the Than polynomial theorem fo r 
cobordism theory in the case where the singularity set o f  a given type is  a 
closed submanifold. By a closed submanifold we mean a manifold which is  
enbedded as a closed set. We need to  res tr ic t ourselves to types which 
can be resolved ns follows.
Definition.
Let Z be a type in «^ (X .Y ). Consider the follow ing conmutative 
diagram, where h is  a c lassify ing map fo r J^X .Y ).
A x .Y )----------->E
l h •'
X x Y --------- >Gx Gn m
We choose G * G as a c lass ify ing  space, where G and G„ are n m n m
the Grassmannians o f n and m planes in soma fo r  N large.
Jk(X,Y)= h*E. The bundle E has the same fib re and group action as
If t jfe ^
•r (X,Y) and so we have a type Z in E such that l  = h Z .
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We define a resolution o f E to be a proper map p: E -*• E from
* ♦
a manifold E without boundary onto the closure o f E which is  a
—1 *diffeomorphism restricted  to  p E .
We conjecture that there exists a resolution fo r  every type E .
Theorem 17.
Let E be a type in ^ (X .Y ) with a resolution p: E -*■ Ï *  .
I f  f :  X -*■ Y is  a map type transverse to  E and f k E is  a closed sub­
manifold, then the cobordism class [2 ( f ) ,  i ]  e N*X, where i  denotes 
the inclusion is  given by a universal formula in the Conner-Floyd character­
is t ic  classes o f TX and f*TY.
P roo f.
Consider the follow ing two corcmutative diagrams.
A x ,y )
«I»
---- ? E +
P
L
Where h is  the classify ing map as above, i  and j  are inclusions,
H and are bundle projections and p2 projection onto the seoond factor.
* GnJ Gm
I 52
> %
i  a
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Let Pj^jPg.P^ and p2 be projections onto factors o f a product.
We denote by m and tt2 classify ing maps fo r  ^  ^ and ^ ^ 
respectively, i .e .  c la ss ify in g  maps fo r  the tangent bundles o f X and 
Y.
Let r  be the codimension o f Z in J^(X,Y). We f ir s t  prove that 
i f  ye Nr (Gn><Gm) then h*y is  a unique polynomial in p* w^(X) and
a|e afc
p„ w .(Y ). The groups N (G ) and N (G ) are generated by the Conner- /i j  n m
Floyd classes wj and wj o f th eir respective cannonical bundles. The 
Grassmannians were chosen so that there were no relations between these 
classes in codimension r. Therefore by the Kunneth theorem there exists 
a unique polynomial P such that
__g|e ---*
Y =  P ( w! , pQ w'. )  , fro m  which we have 
h* y = P(h* P^ , h* Wj )
= P( p* w .(X ), p* W j(Y )).
Now that th is i s  established we return to the f i r s t  diagram. The 
map <ji is  a bundle map and so is  transverse to  E* . Therefore, we have 
the fib re  product and induced map q: J^CX x Y ) XgE -*■ J^(X x Y ).
Where q is  a diffecnorphism restricted  to  q £ .
By hypothesis f*5 is  transverse to Z with f^ T  a manifold. 
Therefore, we have the fib re  product and induced projection q , 
which factors through Z( f )  and the fib re  product is  diffecmorphic to
£(f).
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We now consider [  E (f ) ,  i  ] e Nr (X ), that is , the manifold o f 
singu larities o f type Z as an element o f the cobordism group Nr (X).
[ 1(f), i ] -  A  t A x  « Y)Xg E, q ]
, J - P ]
Hie fib re  o f E is  contractible, hence 4>* is  an isomoriihism.
I t  follows that there ex ists a unique class ye N^G *G ) such that
* * ( y ) = [e , j  »P  ] •
Therefore, by the conmutativity o f the f i r s t  diagram
[2 ( f ) ,  i  1 -  I* *  ♦* ‘t’* " 1 Y 
«*  *
= f  h y •
9|C
By the f i r s t  part we know that h y can be expressed as a unique 
* *
polynomial PCpj w^X), pg W j(Y )).
Hence,
[ E (f ) ,  i  J = f  * P(p* w .(x ), p* W j(Y ))
= P(w (X ), f *  w (Y ) ) .
□
The proof o f Theorem 17 was oonplicated because we worked with 
fin ite  Grassmannians. This app lication  was introduced so that the re­
solution problem fo r a given type £ is  more accessible. For exanple,
i f  in each fib re  the closure o f E is  a real algebraic set then the closure 
o f the type Z in E is  real algebraic and in particular is  real analytic. 
Of course particular resolutions have been given fo r  the Thom-Boardman 
types Zi  and by Ronga [25] , these resolutions are stronger
than required in the theorem since they respect the s tra tifica tion  o f the 
closure. In Chapter seven we consider the resolution o f the E* .
The Jet bundle J^(X,Y) fo r a ll  manifolds X°, Y™ o f dimension 
n.m has the same fib re  and therefore the same resolved type above G xG 
independent o f X and Y. The formula is  universal in the sense that 
i t  is  independent o f the particular manifolds X and Y.
A formula involving the Conner-Floyd characteristic classes o f
* *w^(X) and f  Wj(Y) consists o f a polynomial in w^X) and fW j(Y) fo r
*
every generator o f  if (p t ).  We ca ll the formula a oobordism Thom poly­
nomial.
Corollary 1.
* *
The epimorphism p : N (X) ■+■ H (X) maps the cobordism Thom poly­
nomial fo r  a type I  with a resolution onto the cohomology Thom polynomial 
fo r  the type Z.
Corresponding to Theorem 1 we have the follow ing corollary. 
Corollary 2,
Let F: X x C -► Y be a parametrised family o f  maps type transverse 
to a type E in J^(X ,Y ), with a resolution. I f  the set o f singu larities 
o f type E is  a closed submanifold then the cobordism class defined by 
the inclusion o f th is manifold in X x C is  given by a universal formula 
in F w^(X) and p W j(Y), where w^X) and Wj(Y) 32:6 the Conner- 
Floyd characteristic classes o f X and Y and p: X * C  + X is  the pro­
jection  .
» Mi*«
Proof.
This fo llows immediately from the theorem and the conmutative diagram
£ a,
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□
In Chapter eight we consider parametrised real valued functions.
Corollary 3.
Let X be compact and f : X -*■ Y a map sa tisfy ing the hypothesis 
o f Theorem 17 fo r  a type E in J^CX.Y). Then as an abstract manifold, 
the singu larities o f  type E , can be considered as an element o f N * (p t ). 
This element o f N *(p t) is  determined by the Gonner-Floyd characteristic 
classes o f TX and f*TY, and the type E .
□
Example.
Let Sn IRf11 be a map, where Sn is  the n-sphere. S11 and F?11 
have t r iv ia l  Conner-Floyd characteristic classes. Therefore, i f  the map 
sa tis fie s  the hypothesis o f the theorem fo r any resolved singularity type 
then the oobordism class representing the particular singularity manifold 
is  zero. In particu lar, the singularity manifold is  the boundary o f  sorre 
compact manifold.
. tk  6 . 4
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§7 The desingularisation o f £
We now consider the desingularisat.ion o f the f ir s t  order Thorn-Boardman 
singu larities given by Porteous [22] and Bonga [ 25] . We use the 
word desingularisation o f Z1 since we have stronger properties than that 
required fo r a resolution o f E1 as demanded by Theorem 17. Porteous 
and Ronga set up the geometry to  compute the cohomology Than poly­
nomials fo r I 1. Passage to Z^ cohomology loses some information. Here 
we use their geometrical constructions and work with unoriented cdbordism 
theory. In this context i t  is  convenient to  consider the s igu la r ities  o f 
a vector bundle morphism. That is , le t  a and 8 be vector bundles 
over a manifold X with rank a and b respectively. We construct the 
bundle HOM(a, 8) -»■ X, a vector bundle morphism is  a section o f this bundle. 
I f  f :  X -*■ Y is  a map between two manifolds X and Y then f  induces 
a section o f the bundle HOM(TX, f*TY) -
A fib re o f the bundle HOM(a,8) consists o f linear1 maps from R* to 
[Rb. This fib re can be s tra t if ie d  by rank.
£■*■={ geL( Ra, IRb) | rank g= a -i }. t,
This is  the f i r s t  order Thom-Boardman s tra tifica tion .
We adopt the same symbol E* fo r  the induced subbundles o f 
HQM( a , 8) • In th is  chapter a generic vector bundle morphism by defin ition  
induces a section which is  transverse to  a l l  the
Let ua, gb be vector bundles over X. Ronga ( [25] Proposition 1.1) 
gives the fo llow ing desingularisation o f :
HOM(y
'll
- *  * )
n p 8 '
G^(p a ) ' -> HOM( a, 8) '
1P
X
r1
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§ 7 The deslngu larisatlon o f I  .
We now consider the desingularisat.ion o f  the f i r s t  order Thoro-Boardman
sin gu la rities  given by Porteous [22] and Ronga [25] . We use the
word desingularisation o f 11 since we have stronger properties than that
, irequired fo r  a resolution o f £ as demanded by Theorem 17. Porteous 
and Ronga set up the geometry to  compute the Z2 cohomology Thom poly­
nomials fo r  E1. Passage to Z2 cohomology loses sate information. Here 
we use th e ir  geometrical constructions and work with unoriented cobordism
theory. In th is context i t  is  convenient to  consider the s igu la rities  o f
n to
a vector bundle morphism. That is , le t  a and 3 be vector bundles 
over a manifold X with rank a and b respectively. We construct the 
bundle HOM(a , 6 ) -> X, a vector bundle morphism is  a section o f this bundle. 
I f  f :  X -*■ Y is  a map between two manifolds X and Y then f  induces 
a section o f the bundle HOM(TX, f*TY) -> X.
A fib re  o f the bundle HOM(a,6) consists o f linear- maps from Ra to 
(Rb . This fib re  can be s tra t if ie d  by rank.
E* = { geL( Ra, IRb) | rank g= a -i >.
This is  the f i r s t  order Thom-Boardman s tra tifica tion .
We adopt the same symbol E* fo r  the induced subbundles o f 
HQM( u ,6 ) .  In th is chapter a generic vector bundle morphism by defin ition 
induces a section which is  transverse to a l l  the
Let oa, ^  be vector bundles over X. Ronga ( [25] Proposition 1.1) 
gives the fo llow ing desingularisation o f Ei :
iHQM(y
—* * •) 
n p r
; f e
i .
Let y be the canonical bundle over the Grassmaunian and n the
projection o f the Grassmannian onto its  base space. Ronga constructs a 
i  —* *section o f HOM(y , n p i  ) transverse to the zero section, whose
p*a
— izeros map under II! onto the closure o f the subfibre bundle Z . A
point o f Gi (p a) is  represented by (b ,L ), a lin ear map L: B.
i  _*  *
and an l-plane b o f  a , Ronga's section o f HOM(y , H p B ) is
x p*a
obtained by considering the restriction  o f L to  the i-plane b. Thus
i  ♦the desingularisation o f Z as an element o f N (HOM(a,B)) is
H! e ( 8 II p B), vok&rii- «.A lfcu> we a.
wi.it. lit Awe A,.
We note that i f  X= G *G and a,B are the pullbacks over G *G , n m n m
o f the canonical bundles over G„ and G we obtain a resolution o fn m
Z* as required fo r Theorem 17. However, because we have an exp lic it re ­
solution respecting the s tra tifica tion  { ZJ } we have more information. 
We f i r s t  prove a lenrna.
Lemna 13.
Let a, B and 6 be vector bundles over X and construct the 
Grassmannians G^Ca) and G^a © 6)
i  S
a ® 6)
a + 6
When G^(a) is  considered as an element o f  N (G^ C a © 6 ) )  by 
the inclusion i ,  we have,
[  Gk(a ),  i  ]  = e (Yk 8 n *  6) ,
a + 6
and
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V  e ( V ®  Ra S) =IIa +5! e <Ya+6 0 C s  <6 ® 6)>
Proof.
For the f ir s t  part i t  su ffices to show that G^( a) is  represented
k *by the zeros o f  a section o f HOM( y ^  , which is  transverse to
the zero section. The bundle
HOM(y^ 5 , na+5 -*■ G^(a ffl 5) has a natural section,each k-plane in 
(a  ffl 6)x is  projected onto 6^. This section  is  transverse to  the zero sectio  
The second part follows since,
V  e ( v  ® O  = v « ! i !  e ( i * v  + 6® i+IC  + 6 B >
= V 6 ! e < V s  0 W  i !  (D  
“  Vo ! e( Vs 0 V6+(e ® •
0
Theorem 18.
8l bLet a , B be vector bundles over X and s: a -*■ 6 a generic 
vector bundle morphism. Then the closure o f  the singu larities o f  type 
is  represented in N*(X) by a universal formula which is  evaluated on the 
Oonner-Flqyd characteristic classes o f 6-a , and depends only on i  and 
b-a.
Proof.
f,
8
I
Consider the fo llow ing comnutative diagram.
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HCM( Y1 , n* p*B ) ---------►G-ip'o)
P*a
HCM( y1 , H* 6)- a a
q
->G.(a)
-> HQM( a, 6 )
p )  s
-> x
Let n, na , p and q be the obvious projections. We consider the
* i
cobordism class in  N (HOM(a,B)) representing the closure o f z (s ) .
s* n! eCY1^  Q n* p* b) = p*_1 n ! eCy1* Q n* p*b )
P a  p a
*_1 i  —* *
= IM q e ( y Q n p B )
P a
_ * *
since n! q = n ! p a
i  *= n ! e (y  Q JI 3). a a a
By leirma 13 this is  equal to
Vi ! e( Vi 9 Vi* (e 9 5))
so in particular i f  6 = -  a we obtain the required result.
□
So as in Ronga ( [25] Theorem 4.5) we obtain the formula o f Porteous 
( [22] Proposition 1.3) fo r  the desingularisation o f Z*. We obtain the 
same formula but a l l  the synbols have a new interpretation, that o f unoriented 
oobordism theory.
Ronga [25] has also given a desingularisation o f the second order 
Thom-Boardman types , so this gives rise to a result corresponding to
Theorem 18. Other conputations o f Thom polynomials such as Porteous [22] ,
»U i. £ - 4
[23] also give geometrical constructions which can be evaluated using 
unoriented cobordism theory to obtain more information, than that obtain­
able by using Zg cohomology. In fact, we even lose information by using 
cobordism theory. Ihe singu larity set under consideration is  usually re­
presented by a manifold o f  zeros o f a section transverse to the zero section 
o f some bundle. We could ask questions such as, can th is manifold be non- 
orientable or orientable or connected or a sphere?
These questions are answered by studying the zeros o f sections o f 
bundles that are transverse to  the zero section. We do not consider these 
questions here.
Example.
Let Bn be a vector bundle over X and en-k+l  be the t r iv ia l  
n-k+1 plane bundle over X. The closure o f the singu larities o f type E
fo r  a generic map en-k+l  gn defines a cobordism class in X. The
resolved manifold in G^( en-k+1) is  the "obstruction" to  finding n-k+1 
linearly  independent crosssections o f B. The resolved manifold in 
G (^ en_k+^) maps to a manifold with "s in gu larities" in X, which when 
considered as an element in the Zg cohomology o f X is  the k-th S t ie fe l-
Whitney class o f the bundle B. In the case o f cbbordism theory th is geometric
characteristic class does not reduce to  the k-th Conner-Floyd characteristic 
class, but is  by defin ition  ak( 6° ) ,  the k-th McCrory characteristic 
class [l7 ] .
That is , the McCrory characteristic class
ok( B ) = nt ! e ( y£ n* Bn).
Let [ pa ] be the oobordism operation that sends the pair [  M,f ]
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to the pair [MxPa , f  «> proj] , where Pa is  the a-dinensional 
p ro jective space. We have the following lerrma.
Lemma 14 ( McCrory [17] ).
(a ) <Jk(Bn) = L [ p q_k ]  w ( 8n)
K q=k q
(b ) This characteristic class gives rise  to  a stable cobordism operation.
©-k : nP(Y) N ^ Y )
[  N,g ]  -> g! z [  pq_k ] w (g*TY-TN)
** „ 9
g! I  [  Pq"k 3 Rq [H .B ]  . 
q=k
Proof,
This is  McCrary's ©-= PR theorem. See £ 17 ] .
□
Exanple.
4 3 4We consider the singu larities o f a generic map P !R , where P
is  4-dimensional p ro jective space. The singular set is  a
4 32-dimensional manifold. The map P (R induces a generic section s 
4 3 4o f the bundle HOM(TP , e ) -*• P . Since there is  an isomorphism with the 3
3 4 *bundle HOM( e , TP ) ,  we have a section s induced by transposition,
which is  also generic. The 2-dimensional singular manifold is  also the
singu larity set fo r  th is induced section. So i t  su ffices to consider the
3 4
vector bundle morphism e -*• TP . 'Pie to ta l singularity set is  then given 
by the McCrory characteristic class o2(TP^), which by Lenina 14 is
w2(P4)+ [ P 2 ]•  w4(P4)-
The top tom Dieck class w^(p^) e nV 1 = Z2 maps by the epimorphism 
y: nV 1 ■> onto the top Stiefel-Whitney class o f P4, which is  non-zero,
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4 " 4since P has odd Euler characteristic. So w^(P ) is  represented by a
point. To corrpute the second tom Dieck class we consider the construction
given by Milnor [  19, Theorem 4.5 ] .  That is ,
TP4 ® e = Y1 ® Y1 ® y 1 ® Y1 ® Y1 ,
4 iwhere e is  the t r iv ia l  lin e bundle over P and y* the canonical line 
bundle over P4. From this i t  follows that $(P4)= W(y1)® . In particular,
W2(P4)=£ Wi (y 1)Wj(yl)wk(Y l)w t (y ^ W ^ y l),
sunmed over a l l  i , j ,k ,t ,m  such that i+j+k+t+m = 2 . Since w^(y1)= 0 
fo r  q > 1 we have
w2(P4)= [ 2 ] w2 ( y ^WqCy 1) + 2 f^\  w^ (y 1)w0( y 1)w_1( y1)
+ ( f )  wi ( y1) w_2(y 1 )-
A 4
This reduces to w^Cy1) w^Cy1) = e ( y 1) .  w 2( y 1) 
where
 ^ i
w_2(y 1) = | n i3  e iY 1) ,
using the Formal group law.
Since e5(Y 1) = 0 i t  su ffices to consider the term no 3» but from the
properties o f a Formal group law (see [24] ) i t  follows that no3 is  zero.
* 4 * 4
So we have shown that w2(P )= 0 and w4(P ) is  represented by a
2
point. Therefore the singular manifold is  cobordant to [ P  , const ]  . In 
particular i t  is  non-orient able and o f odd Euler characteristic. The
cohomology Than polynomial fo r l 2, see Porteous [22] , is  zero, since 
4 ' 4  4
w2(P )= 0 (w2(P ) maps onto w2(P ) ) .  Therefore the singularity is  not
even detected by the cohomology Thom polynomial.
Proof.
Consider the follow ing ccrrrnutative diagram.
§8 Applications to parametrised maps.
We now apply the results o f unoriented cobordism theory to study 
good maps F: XxC -*• R . The follow ing two theorems correspond to  Theorem 2 
and Theorem 5 .
Theorem 19.
Let F: XxC -*■ R be a good map, then the cobordism class representing 
the c r it ic a l manifold M is
£ (* )| > x c . tncAwScorx ]  e N*(X x C).
Where e (X ) is  the mod 2 in teger representing the Euler class o f X.
s
Where i  and j  are inclusions and p and n are projections, 
ft is  transverse to  X in T*X and M = ft”* (X ), therefore
[ M, i  ] = ft* [  X ,j ]
= p n x , j  ]
= p j  [ x , j  ]
= P*e (X )
= e(x)[-#x C, iru-L ]
s a » '* * * « ’' - %*«
Instead o f Lenina 1 we have
Kxanples.
_1 Let F: (CP2 *P^  + R be a good map where (CP2 is  the corrplex projective
plane and P2 the real projective plane. Since e((CP2)^ 0, the inclusion
o f the c r it ic a l manifold M2 in (CP2 x P2 is  cobordant to  a copy o f the 
2
parameter space P . In particular M is  non-orient able and has odd Euler 
characteristic.
6 4 62 Let F: S x P -> R be a good map where S is  the 6-sphere and
4 6P the 4-dimensional projective space. Since e(S )=0 the inclusion o f
4 6 4the c r it ic a l manifold M is  cobordant to  zero in S x p . In particular 
i t  is  the boundary o f sane cccpact 5-manifold.
As in Theorem 5, i f  the state space X is  1-dimensional a l l  the 
singu larity sets are manifolds. For the theorem below we use the notation 
o f Theorem 5. are the cuspoids o f codiirension q in X* x c.
Theorem 20.
Let F: X1 x C R be a generic map. Then fo r  a l l  q > 0, the 
oobordism class representing the manifold is  zero in the cobordism o f
V i  •
Proof.
Consider the following commutative diagram as in the proof o f Theorem 5.
h
[M q , J J = h *
The fo llow ing diagram hanotopy commîtes, where p is  the res tr ic tion  
o f the projection XxC ■+ X.
We have
[  Mq , j  ]  = p*sq_1* [  Iq (X ), l  ]
= 0
Sinoe s avoids q-1
□
Exanple.
1 3  1 3Let. F: S x S ->• R be a generic map, where S and S denote
the c irc le  and 3-sphere respectively. 'Ihe fo ld  manifold is  cobordant to
3
zero in the c r it ic a l manifold M , in particular i t  is  the boundary o f a 
oonpact 3-manifold.
We now consider other singu larity sets which are manifolds.
Theorem 21.
Let F: XxC -► IR be a good map with Î1 transverse to the type 
j-ïi.k  ^ the closure o f the singu larities o f type En,k forms a manifold 
then the oobordism class representing the inclusion o f this manifold in the 
cobordism o f the c r it ic a l manifold M is  zero.
Proof.
Consider the following diagram.
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HCM( yk O i*p*TX, (R) i*p*TX 
v IL , c
G^(i*p*TX)---- ------ > M----— >XxC-----? >X
jjc sjc ]|c sfc
The second derivative defines a section o f IIOM(i p TX o i p TX, R)-* M. 
This induces a section o f HOM( yk o  i*p*TX, K ), transverse to the zero
n 1^
section, which is  zero only above a singularity o f type E ' . Therefore,
n kthe s ingu larities o f type £ ’ in M are represented by the zeros o f 
a section o f  the bundle HOM( yk o i  p TX, R) which is  transverse to  the 
zero section, so th is defines the cobordism class independent o f F. Since 
the cobordism class is  independent o f  F, we can choose F to  be the 
suspension o f a Morse function on X. In this case there are no singular-
• n yi t ie s  o f type Z ’ * and hence the cobordism class is  zero.
□
Exanple,
Consider a loca lly  stable map F: S® * S5 R, where S8 and S5
denote the 8-sphere and 5-sphere respectively. Then the unfoilic manifold
o o
o f dimension two (corresponding to the singu larities o f type £ ’ ) is  
the boundary o f  some oonpact 3-manifold.
L i
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§9 The image o f the singular set.
We now investigate the image o f the singular set, we have the 
fo llow ing theorem.
Theorem 22.
Let f : X0 -*• yI1+r with r » 0 be a proper map, whose induced 
♦
section o f  f  TY-TX is  transverse to  a l l  the f i r s t  order Thom-Boardman 
s ingu larities . Then the cobordism class representing the to ta l singular 
set is  zero in N2r+1(Y ).
Proof.
The closure o f  the singu larities o f type E1 is  represented in 
N*(X) by the McCrory characteristic class a ^ ( f  TY-TX). This stable
characteristic class gives rise to a cobordism operation 9" 
Lenina 14.
v r + 1 Nr (Y)
[ x , f  1
N2r+1(Y )
r+1 as in
f !  or+1 ( f  TY-TX)
By Lemna 14 & tH‘1 [  X ,f  ]  = E [  pq _(r+ 1 ) 1 Rq [X ,f ]
q=r+l L J
This is  zero, since Rq [  X ,f ] = 0 fo r q > r.
□
Corollary 1.
Let X and Y be conpact manifolds and f : X11 + yn+r ( r  »  0 be 
a generic map as in the theorem. I f  the closure o f  the singu larities o f 
type X* is  a manifold then this manifold is  the boundary o f a cnnpact 
nanifold.
□
Exanple.
3 3Let X and Y be conpact manifolds, then fo r  an open dense set
O 1
maps, there is  a manifold l r  o f s ingu larities o f  type z .
This manifold is  the boundary o f a conpact 3-manifold. In particular 
the projective plane cannot occur as the to ta l singular' manifold.
Exanple.
7 9 7Let f :  P •+ R be a generic map, where P is  7-dimensional
pro jective space. The singular manifold has dimension 4 and is  the
boundary o f a compact 5-dimensional manifold. This follows from the
7 9coro llary, since the map f  can easily  be extended to  a map P S ,
9
where S is  the 9-sphere, which is  compact.
Without the condition r  >, 0, the theorem would be fa lse. For 
exanple, a generic function from the p ro jective plane to the c irc le  has, 
by the Thom polynomial theorem, an odd number o f c r it ic a l points. The 
result o f the corollary is  fa lse  i f  X and Y are not conpact and in fact 
a l l  manifolds can occur as the to ta l singular set. Let M be a manifold 
and define a map
 ^ M x R
, 2 ,* (m,x ),
We now re s tr ic t  attention to cohomology where we consider the Steenrod
yu[ M,B ]  -» g!w1( v ) where V = g TY-TO
. »  S i
• ^  6 . ft
A defin ition in terns o f characteristic classes can also be given 
fo r  the iterated Steenrod squares using the Riemann-Roch theorem.
Lenina 15.
: hV )  -
is  the map [  M,g ]
Hk+(P+1) (Y )
Proof.
[M ,g  ]  = S ^g ! Wj( vg )
■ gl [  i . j - p  V 4  <W1( V> ]
g! [ wp( V  wi( V + V i ( vg) wi( Vct)
by the Riemann-Roch Theorem.
= g! [w p( vg ) S^(Wl( vg ))+
= g! [  wp( vg ) wl (  vg )+ w ^ (  vg) w3( Vg) J .
□
We now illu s tra te  this result by considering some Thom polynomials 
in Zg oohomology.
Example.
Let X3, Y3 be ootrpact and f :  X3 + Y 3 type transverse to  the 
Thoro-Boardran type E1,1’ . Then the nunber o f singu larities o f  type 
E1’ 1*1 is  even.
Proof.
The Thom polynomial fo r the singu larities o f type E1,1 ’ 1 was
ccnputed by Porteous [22] as CgCj + Cj where cA is  the S tie fe l-
♦
Whitney class o f the difference bundle f  TY-TX. By Lenina 15 we have
n
r
«
íB t'W rfr . V A
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that the image in Y is  given by
So Sq. : H°(Y) -  H3(Y )
[X ,f] -  f ! ( c 2Cl+c3).
So, is  zero on H°(Y) so the nunber o f s ingu larities o f type e* 1’ 1’ 1 
must be even.
Other examples using cohomology can be given i f  the Thom poly­
nomials correspond to iterated Steenrod squares.
Example 1.
2 2 *Let L and C. be compact and L + T C  a Lagrangian immersion,
then generira lly  the induoed projection x : L2 3-+• C2 has isolated singular­
i t ie s  o f  type E1’ 1, (See Arnold [2] ). The Thom polynomial fo r  e1,1
2
is  given by Porteous [22] as c]| + c2 , where denotes the S t ie fe l-
♦
Whitney class o f the difference bundle x TC-TU By Theorem 16 
2
Cj = 0, so in our case the Thom polynomial reduces to  Cg , which gives 
rise  to  the Steenrod operation s|, : H°(C) -+■ H2(C ) . This is  zero and so
the nunber o f s ingu larities o f  type E1’ 1 is  even.
Example 2.
4 4 *Let L and C be conpact and L + T C  a Lagrangian immersion,
4 4then generically the induced projection x : L -+ C has isolated singular­
i t ie s  o f  type E *»*»1’ * , (See Arnold [2] ) .  We claim that this nunber 
is  always even. The Thom polynomial is  ccnputed by Sergeraert [26] as 
c f + c1c„ , where c. denotes the Stiefel-Whitney class o f the difference
1 1 «3 1
♦ 4 2
bundle x TC-TL. In our case by Theorem 16 Cj + CjCg = cg + ci c3 ‘
3 1But th is  characteristic class g ives  rise to the Steenrod operation S<^  S^, 
which is  zero H°(C). This establishes the claim.
that the image in Y is  given by
So : H°(Y) h. H3(Y )
[X ,f] + fiiCgCj+c3).
So, is  zero on H°(Y) so the nunber o f  singu larities o f type e1’ * ’ 1 
must be even.
Other exanples using Z^ oohomology can be given i f  the Thom poly­
nomials correspond to  iterated Steenrod squares.
Exanple 1.
2 9 *Ißt L and CT be compact and L +  T C  a Lagrangian inmersión,
then generically the induced projection x : L2 -*■ C2 has isolated singular­
i t i e s  o f type E^' , (See Arnold [2] ). The Thom polynomial fo r e* ’ ^
o
i s  given by Porteous [22] as c^ + Cg , where c^ denotes the S t ie fe l-
Whitney class o f  the difference bundle X*TC-TL. By Theorem 16 
2
Cj = 0, so in our case the Thom polynomial reduces to  Cg , which gives 
r is e  to the Steenrod operation s|, : H°(C) -+• H2(C ). This is  zero and so 
the number o f  s in gu larities  o f  type E ' is  even.
Exanple 2.
4 4 *Let L and C be compact and L + T C  a Lagrangian inmersión,
4 4then generically the induced projection x : L + c  has isolated singular­
i t i e s  o f type j; ! » ! ' ! » 1 , (See Arnold [2] ) .  We claim that this nunber 
i s  always even. The Thom polynomial is  computed by Sergeraert [26] as
4
C1 + cl c3 ' cj  denotes the Stiefel-Whitney class o f  the difference
* 4 2bundle x TC-TL. In our case by Theorem 16 c  ^ + c^Cg = c^ Cg + c^Cg.
3 1But this characteristic class gives rise to the Steenrod operation 
which is  zero H®(C). This establishes the claim.
itày^ r-vu» -T»*.
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Appendix.
A Lagrangian Klein bottle.
By J. Hayden & E. C. Zeeman.
Lagrangian theory (2) and elementary catastrophe theory (5) coincide 
locally but differ globally. Locally the singularities that occur in the two 
theories are the same, but globally the manifolds that occur are different. 
We shall show that Lagrangian manifolds are more general.
By a catastrophe manifold M over a parameter space C we mean a 
component of the critical set of a family F of functions parametrised by C.
It is well-known (e.g. 6,7) that F induces an immersion of M as a 
Lagrangian submanifold of the cotangent bundle T*C of C. It is also 
well-known that not every Lagrangian immersion can be induced in this way; 
indeed the Maslov index (1) is an obstruction. More subtle is the fact that 
there exist manifolds that can be immersed as Lagrangian submanifolds, but 
which cannot even occur as catastrophe manifolds. It is valuable to have an 
explicit low dimensional example, because surprisingly few Lagrangian 
manifolds are known (other than those induced from functions).
The simplest candidate for such a manifold must be the Klein
bottle K due to the constraints on the Stiefel-Whitney classes imposed by
the obstruction theories of Hayden (4). In this paper we verify that K is
indeed such a manifold by constructing an explicit immersion of K as a
2Lagrangian submanifold of T*IR . Meanwhile the non-orientability of K
2
prevents if from occuring as a catastrophe manifold over IR .
Elementary catastrophe theory. Let F:CxX -  IR be a C*-function on a manifold X,
parametrised by a manifold C. We assume (generically) that 0 is a regular
Let W = 2w. denote the total Stiefel-Whitney class.
Theorem 1. (Hayden (4)). W (M„) = X * \X (C ).' r
Corollary. If C is orientable so is Mp.
For C orientable w .(C ) = 0 w, (M ) = 0 = $  M orientable.
1 1 r  r  ,
Hence the Klein bottle K cannot occur as a catastrophe manifold over Hi/
Lagrangian theory. The cotangent bundle T*C has a natural symplectic 
structure td. If M is a manifold of the same dimension as C, then an 
immersion tp :M  —  T*C is called Lagrangian if co vanishes on the tangent 
planes of <pM. Let X;M "* C be induced by projection.
The relationship between the two theorems is as follows. Given
(JH ,
F, let <PF:CxX -  T*C be given by <pp(c,x) = (c ,^ -). Then V>F |Mp Is a 
Lagrangian immersion (6, p.716)
value of g j - , and hence the critical set of F given by —  = 0 is a smooth 
submanifold of CxX of the same dimension as C. Let Mp be a component 
of this critical set; we call Mp a catastrophe manifold. Let X;Mp "* C be 
induced by projection.
M *  CxX
C
M *T *C
C
Theorem 2 (Hayden
i
2
Elementary catastrophe theory. Let F:CxX -  E  be a C°°-function on a manifold X
parametrised by a manifold C. We assume (generically) that 0 is a regular
of this critical set; we call Mp a catastrophe manifold. Let X;Mp "* C be 
induced by projection.
Let W = 2aVj denote the total Stiefel-Whitney class.
Theorem 1. (Hayden (4)). W(M^) = X*W'(C).————————— jr4
Corollary. If C is orientable so is Mp.
For C orientable w^(C) = 0 (Mp) = 0 = $  Mp orientable.
Hence the Klein bottle K cannot occur as a catastrophe manifold over IR .^
Lagrangian theory. The cotangent bundle T*C has a natural symplectic 
structure to. If M is a manifold of the same dimension as C, then an 
immersion <p:M -* T*C is called Lagrangian if to vanishes on the tangent 
planes of <pM. Let X:M C be induced by projection.
F. let <pp:CxX -  T*C be given by <pp(c,x) = (c ,^ ) .  Then <Pp|Mp is a 
Lagrangian immersiop (6, p.716)
value of , and hence the critical set of F given by = 0 is a smooth 
submanifold of CxX of the same dimension as C. Let Mp be a component
M *  CxX
C
M * T *C
C
Theorem 2 (Hayden
The relationship between the two theorems is as follows. Given
* a r «R ..
3
Hence in this special case _reorem 2 is a corollary of Theorem 1.
However, in general Theorem 2 cannot be sharpened to Theorem 1 . To
2prove this we choose C with W(C) trivial, and seek M such that W (M) is
trivial but W(M) is non-trivial. Hence M cannot be 1-dimensional, and if
it is compact and 2 -dimensional then it must be non-orientable with even
genus. Hence the Klein bottle K is the simplest candidate. We now set
2
about constructing a Lagrangian immersion of K in T*IR , thus proving 
that the two theories differ.
i
Construction of the immersion.
We shall use an immersion 
in the form of a figure-eight multiplied 
by an interval, with the ends glued r
together by a half-rotation. Notice Jglue 1'
that a half-rotation of a figure-eight V > / j
reverses orientation, and so this is \ . s "
indeed an immersed Klein bottle. «______
Analytic immersions of this type do 
3
exist in 1R (3), but we shall need the extra room of the fourth dimension in 
order to satisfy the Lagrangian condition.
2
Let (a,b) be coordinates for 1R , inducing coordinates (a,b, c,d) for
2T*IR . Tile symplectic structure is then given by
t*J(u, v) =
where u = (u , u2> Ug, u4>, v = (v , v2> V3 , v^) are two tangents at a point of 
T*IR2.
Let r  be a C -curve in 1R that 
starts at (0, 1 ), runs up the b-axis to (0, 2 ), 
bends smoothly round to rejoin the b-axis 
at (0, - 1 ), before finally descending down the 
b-axis to (0,-2), as shown in Figure 2 .
Let cr+ 1 be the length of T. Parametrise T 
by arc-length s, 0 s s s a+1 , and, and let 
(a (s), 0 (s)) be the coordinates of the point s.
In particular, denoting the derivative with respect to s by a dash, we have :
(*) 0 £ s s 1 =p a -  a’ = 0, 0 = s+1, 0’ = 1.
a  £ s £ o+l = p  a = a ’ = 0, 0 = ct-s -1, 0* = -1.
U„ n u.1 3 2 4-
V,
+ v„ v„1 3 2 4
Choose e, 0 < e < (m ax[|a"P + |0"|2}) This ensures that e is less
* a r . t  •
than the radius of curvature everywhere, and so the e -disks normal to T  
2
in IR are locally disjoint; by further choosing E sufficiently small we can ensure 
that they are also globally disjoint from one another.
Let C(a,b) denote the distance from (a,b) to T  in IR . Let
3 2 2 2
1R = IR xIR, with coordinates (a, b,x), and identify IR = JR xO. Let
2
F:IR xIR -  IR be given by
F(a,b ,x) = y -  + x (î 2 - e 2 )  .
Then F has catastrophe manifold M given byr
SF 2 -2 2 n
—  =  X  + Ç  - E  = 0 .
3x
Since M is the boundary of the £ -neighbourhood of T  in IR , we can think r
o f M as a tubular cylinder o f radius £ running along T, together with two
hemispheres at the ends. We shall in fact only use the cylinder part,
which we call A. The cylinder
is the union of the circles bounding
3
the e -disks normal to T  in IR , which 
are disjoint by our choice of e. Each 
circle can be parametrised by 0, such 
that
Ç = |ecos6|, x = Esin 6.
Hence A is parametrised by (s, 0), 0 ^ s £ CHT, 0 £ 0 <  2rr, and the
3
coordinates of the point (s, 0) in IR are given by
(a,b, x) = (ûf+ejS'cos 0,/3-eq: 'cos 0,e sin 0).
Now F induces a Lagrangian immersion of M, and hence of A in T*1R , 
given by
I
* a r
(a, b, x)t-
(a,b’d l’ db >
Since s measures arc-length, ^  = /S', ~  = - a ' . Therefore at (s,0),
= 2 x ? f ~  = 2 ( e  sin 6)(e cos 0)0' = £20’sin20 
= -E2a ’sin2e .
OD
Therefore the Lagrangian immersion c :A -• T*IRZ is given byA
<Pa (s ,6 )  = (a-K/S'cos 0,/3-e a'cos0,E 0'sin20, -e a ’sin20).
Notice that each of the circles s = constant is immersed as a figure-eight 
by for example when s = 0, by (*),
<p (^0, 0) = (e cos 0, l , e 2sin20, 0).
This is a figure-eight as shown in Figure 4.
Increasing s has the effect of isotoping
2
this figure-eight in T*R so that the 
self-intersection point runs along 
I\ CIR2 c  T*IR^, and as it goes along 
the 2-plane containing the figure-eight 
rotates in the 3-planes normal to T  .
This rotation is just what is necessary to satisfy the Lagrangian condition.
We shall now construct the Klein Bottle by immersing another 
cylinder B and glueing it onto A; only this time we have to use a different 
process for manufacturing B in order to avoid getting a torus by mistake. 
Then the whole immersed Klein bottle will consist of a figure-eight running 
along the curve shown in Figure 5. Any 1-dimensional manifold immersed
i
in T*1R is trivially Lagrangian, and 
the cartesian product of two 
Lagrangian manifolds is another; 
hence we can manufacture B by 
taking the product of the figure-eight 
shown in Figure 4 with a reflected 
copy r  of r  in the (b, d) -plane, as 
shown in Figure 5. More precisely 
let B be the cylinder
B = {(s, 6); a s s *= 2ff+l, 0 £ 0 < 2n] .
Let — T*IR be the Lagrangian immersion given by
p (s, 0) = (-e cos 0, -/S(s-O'),-e sin20,cn(s-0')).
D
Note that we could have just written down the formulae for <p ,<p and 
verified directly that they were Lagrangian immersions, by checking that the 
vectors u = v = ^  were linearly independent and satisfied o;(u, v) = 0. 
However this approach would have been less intuitive.
To glue the images of A, B together we define K abstractly, cover 
it with two charts, map the two charts by <p^ , <pg, and verify that the maps 
agree on the overlap. Let S be the circle parametrised by 0, 0 s 0 < 2it. 
define ^iIRxS1 HxS* to be the diffeomorphism given by
iKs.B) = (2cr+s,ir-0) .
Let K = IRxsVz, where 2S is the integer group action generated by ip. Then 
K is a Klein bottle because </) translates IR and reflects S .
^ (s ,  0) = (-£ cos 0, -P (s-v), -s2sin20,a(s-cr))
= (-£ cos 0, -(s-c+1), -£2sin20, 0), by (* ) 
2
= (-£ cos 0,cr-s-l, - e sin 20, 0)
= <PA(s, 0) , by (* ) .
Next, if 0 < s < 1 then
<PB>Xs, 0) = <PB(2a+s, tt-0)
= (-e cos(it-0), -P(p+s), -£2sin2(rr-0),o:(cT+s))
2
= (e cos 0, -(cr-(cr+s)-l), e sin 20, 0)
= (e cos 0, s+1, E2sin 20, 0)
= <PA(s ,0).
Hence = <Pj^ , and the definition is unambiguous as required. Finally <p
CO
is a C Lagrangian immersion since it has these properties on each open 
chart.
Remark. We do not know if the immersion can be made analytic or made 
into an embedding. Possibly w. is an obstruction to a Lagrangian embedding,
3*
as it is to an embedding in 1R .
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